The
Computer
lvluseum
300 Congress Street
Boston, MA 022 10
(617) 426-2800

Memorandum

to:
fro m:
re:
date:

The Computer Museum Board of Directors
Oliver Strimpel
Board meeting on June 22
6/5/90

Please find attached the following materials relating to the
upcoming Annual Meeting of The Computer Museum Board of
Directors and Trustees :
•

meeting agenda

•

financial statement for the period July 1, 1989 - April 30 , 1990

•

budget for the fiscal year 1990/1

•

chart of Museum staff

•

listing of recent press coverage

I hope you will find the time to look at these materials before the
meeting_ In particular, the discussion of the FY91 budget at the
meeting will assume some familiarity with the enclosed materiaL
It has been an excellent year for the Musuem; I look forward to
sharing our achievements with you , and to setting the direction for
the years ahead.
Please RSVP to Sue Johnson at (617) 426-2800 ext. 372; she can
arrange parking if you need it.
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The"
Computer
Museum"
300 Congress Street
Boston. MA 02210
(617) 426-2800

MEETING OF THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS
JUNE 22. 1990

B:30AM-1 :30PM

AGENDA
Call to order of Annual Meeting of Members of the
Corporation
Election of new Members
Call to Order of Reconvened Meeting
The Year in Review (Strimpel)
FV91 Budget Discussion

(McKenney/Petinella)

Computer Bowl 1991 (Bell)
Capital Campaign
background (Hendrie)
planning study (Del Sesto)
Exhibit Planning Timeline (Strimpel)
Reality on Wheels
travelling exhibit on virtual reality (Strimpel)
Milestones of a Revolution Exhibit
overview and exhibit techniques (Greg Welch, developer)
an international perspective (Professor Brian Randell)
educational impact (Jane Manzelli, Brookline Public Schools)
LUNCH
"Meeting ajourns
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The Computer Museum
Financial Statements
For the Ten Month Period
July 1, 1989 through April 30, 1990

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
STATB1ENT OF REVENUES ~D EXPENSES
COMBINED OPERATING ~D CAPITAL FUNDS
( $ - Thousands )
4/30/89
ACTUAL

FOR THE TEN MIMHS ENDED
--------4/30/90--------FAV(UNFAV)
BUDGET ACTUAL

~UAL

~UAL

FY90
BUDGET

FY90
FORECAST

·REVENUES:
Operating Fund

886

1,309

1,288

(21)

(2iO

1,518

1,526

Capital Fund

426

963

1,087

124

131.

1,100

1,378

1,312

2,272

2,375

103

5'1.

2,618

2,904

1,210

1,342

1,195

147

11Y.

1,650

1,503

419

754

936

(182)

(24Y.)

1,053

1,295

Total Expenses

1,629

2,096

2,131

(35)

(2Y.)

2,703

2,798

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES)

($317>

$176

$244

$68

39'1.

($85)

$106

Total Revenues
EXPENSES:
OOFating Fund

Cap ita 1 Fund

-- =

.-- -- --

-- --

SIH1ARY:

-------For the ten months ended April 30, 1990 the musuem operated at a surplus of
244K compared to a budgeted surplus of 176K. As of April 30, 1990 total cash
and cash equivalents ilounted to 595K.

OPERATING: Operating revenues Mere 2Y. under budget due mainly to shortfalls
in Restricted Contributions (Computer Bowl), despite strong earned revenue
of Admissions, Functions and Store revenues. Expenses Mere llY. under budget due
mainly to lower personnel costs (vacant positions).
CAPITAL: Revenues Mere 131. over budget due to receipt of additional
exhibit related revenue. Expenses Mere 24Y. over budget due to higher
exhibit costs.

THE CII1PUTER HUSEII1
STATEMENT OF REVENUES MiD EXPENSES
OPERATING F~D
( $ - Thousands )

4/30/89
ACTUttL

FOR THE TEN HIMHS ENDED
--- ------4130/90------------F(I.J(~F(I.J)
BUDGET
ACTUttL

NflUttL
FY90
BUDGET

NflUttL
FY90
FORECAST

$219
400
188
82
247
163
124
35
0

$281
364
150
52
302
205
134
38
0

REVENUES:
233
310
137
40
251
170
116
31
0

(10)
(61)
(20)
(28)
47
39

1,309

1,288

(21)

(~)

1,518

1,526

284
173
294
99
111
47
202

274
249
333
76
132
59
219

277
186
240
65
161
51
215

(3)
63
93

(1Y.)
25"1.

(29)
8
4

(2~)

~

324
298
409
127
. 160
70
262

324
241
307
120
190
63
258

Total Expenses

1,210

1,342

1,195

147

11:1.

1,650

1,503

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES)

($324)
=====

$93
=====

$126

381:1.

($132)

$23

Unrestricted contributions:
Restricted contributions
Corporate memberships
Individual memberships
Amissions
Store
Functions
Other
Gain/Loss on Securities

53
256
115
54
187
108
86
33
(6)

$243
371
157
68
204
131
105
3D
0

Total Revenues

886

--------

11

1
0

(41.)

(16X)
<l3i.)
(41Y.)
23i.
3oY.
lOY.
lY.

0:1.

EXPENSES:
Exhibits &education
Marketing &memberships
Management &general
Fundraising
Store
Functions
Museum Wharf expenses

($33)

11

=

28"1.
14Y.
13i.

=

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
STATEHENT OF REVENUES ~D EXPENSES
CAPITAL F~D
( $ - Thousands )

4130/89
ACT~L

FOR THE TEN MONTHS ENDED
--------4/30/90----------FAV(~FAV)
BUDGET ACT~l

FY90
BUDGET

FY90
FORECAST

REVENUES:
$370
56
0
0

$325
638
0
0

$80
1,000
9
(2)

($245)
$362
$9
($2)

426

963

1,087

124

13'1.

Exhibits
Exhibit Administration
Fundraising
Wharf mortgage

18
167
99
135

270
264
92
128

608
146
54
128

(338)
118
38
0

( 125"/.)

Total Expenses

419

754

936

(182)

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES)

$7

$209

$151

($58)

Contributions
Exhibit Funding
Interest Income
GainlLoss on Securities
Total Revenues

$400
700
0
0

$210
1,159
11
(2)

1,100

1,378

481
313
105
154

916
162
63
154

(24"1.)

1,053

1,295

(28'1.)

$47

$83

(75"1.)

574"1.
100~
(100~)

EXPENSES:

=

=

--------

=

45"1.
41r.
Or.

-- =

=

--

THE CII1PUTER HUSEII1
BAIJHCE SHEET
4130/90
OPERATING
FIJiD
ASSETS:
Current:
Cash
Cash Equ iva lents
Investments
Rece ivab les
Inventory
Prepaid expenses
Interfund receivable
TOTAL

CAPITAL
FIJiD

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND FIJiD
BAIJHCES:
Current:
Accounts payable and
accrued expenses
Deferred incDlle
line of creditlLoan Payable
Interfund payable
Total
Fund Balances:
Operating
Capi tal
Plant
Total
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
FIJiD BALNiCES

FIJiD

$124,444
470,199
40,134
13,841
65,433
10,965
694,291

$124,444
470,199
$40,134
13,841
65,433
10,020

945
694,291

TOTAL
6130/89

$149,212
121,117
37,SOO
36,427
43,708
7,227
492,907

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------683,937

Property &Equipment (net):
Equipment &furniture
Capital improvements
Exh ibi ts
Construction in Process
Land
Total

TOTAL
4130/90

PIJHT

735,370

0

1,419,307

888,098

$11,482
699,126
336,276

11 ,482
699,126
336,276
26,311
24,000

11 ,482
699,126
336,276
26,311
24,000

26,311
24,000

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

°
$683,937

$60,597
15,740
50,000
694,291

26,311

1,070,884

1,097,195

1,097,195

$761,681 $1,070,884 $2,516,502 $1,985,293

$58,083

$118,680
15,740
50,000
694,291

$76,446
22,230
0
492,907

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------820,628

58,083

0

(136,691>
703,598
$1,070,884

878,711

591,583

(136,691> (229,083)
703,598
551,909
1,070,884 1,070,884

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------<136,691>

$683,937

703,598

1,070,884

1,637,791

1,393,710

$761,681 $1,070,884 $2,516,502 $1,985,293

...

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
STATEMENT OF CWINGES IN rASH POSITION
4/30/90
OPERATING
FUND
Cash prouide by/(used for)
operations:
Excesss/(deficiency) of
support and reuenue
Depreciation
Cash from operations
Cash provided by/(used for)
working capital:
Receivables
Invelitory
Inuestments
Accounts payable
&other current I iabs
Deferred income
Prepaid expenses
Cash from working capital

$92,392

---------

92,392

rAPITAL
FUND

PIlM
FUND

Financing:
lnterfund pay. &rec.
Transfer to Plant
Line of credit/Loan Payable
Cash from financing
Net increase/(decrease)
in cash &inuestments

($606,578)
283,311

--------- --------- --------- --------151,689

0

(2,634)
49,747
2,582

244,081

(323,267>

22,586
(21,725)
(2,634)

(5,654)
(4,011 )
81,173

42,234
(6,490)
(3,738)

(11,602)
7,980
1,482

--------- --------- --------- --------- .-------(19,462)

49,695

0

Cash provided by/(used for)
Fixed assets
Net increase/(decrease) in
cash before financing

TOTAL
6130/89

$244,081
0

$151,689

22,586
(21,725)
<7,513)
(6,490)
(6,320)

TOTAL
4130/90

30,233

0

69,368

(33,147>

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------72,930

201,384

201,384

(201,384)

50,000

--------251,384

324,314

0

274,314

(287,046)

0
0
50,000
--------- --------- -------- --------(201,384)
0
50,000

°
°

°

(287,046)

°

324,314

°

270,329

557,375

$594,643

$270,329

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------Cash, beginning of year
Cash, end of period

270,329
$594,643

°

$0

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
FY91 BUDGET

May 18,1990

THE. COMPUTER MUSEUM
FY91 BUDGET
SUMMARY
OPERATIONAL RESULTS
The FY91 Budget reflects a net deficit of $100K for the Museum.
This net deficit represents the combined results of two funds; a
$27K surplus in the "Operating Fund" and a $127K deficit in the
"Capital Fund".
CASH FLOW
The available cash balance as of June 30, 1990 is expected to be
approximately $410K.
Based on achieving the FY91 Budget, the
available cash balance is expected to be about $310K as of June
30, 1991.
Based on the monthly projections of cash flow, the Museum does
not expect to fall below the DEC requirement to maintain a
combined cash balance of $100K.
If the combined cash balance
were to fall below $100K for any two consecutive months, DEC
would have the right to terminate the purchase option extension
for the Museum Building~
OBJECTIVES
•

strong emphasis on increasing revenues:
Capital campaign for Endowment and Building
Operational activities
Exhibits

•

Exhibit development based
contributions for exhibits:

on

specific

Open "Milestones"
Open "Reality on Wheels"
Complete "Kits" program.
Start "Computer Discovery Center"
ASSUMPTIONS

•

Restructure the Museum's staff to develop and
maximize productivity to support budget
objectives.

•

Continue responsibili ty for payment of Museum
Wharf operating costs and mortgage payments.
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM STATEMENTS OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES
($ - Thousands)

CAPITAL FUND

OPERATING FUND

COMBINED

FY90

FY90

FY91

FY90

FY90

FY91

FY90

FY90

FY91

6udgel

p[Qie!:lled

Budget

6udget

Proie!:lled

Budget

Budgel

E[Qie!:lled

Budget

Restricted Contributions

$601
78

$531
114

$600
315

$400
700

$210
1159

$250
761

$1001
778

$741
1273

$850
1076

Corporate Memberships

188

150

200

-

-

150

200

82

52

52

52

370
268
153
4
57

-

52

302
205
134
10
28

-

82

247
163
124
9
26

-

11
-

247
163
124
9
26

302
205
134
21
28

370
268
153
4
57

-

-

-

-

(2)

-

188

Individual Memberships

-

(2)

-

1.518

1.526

2.019

1.100

1.378

1.011

2.618

2.904

3.030

6
98

6
117

204
123

481

916

746

261
391
239
182
232

-

950
123

288
275
186
120
190

-

922
117

287
344
288
135
160

-

487
98

313
105

162
63

261
391
329
337
232

63
258

74
286

-

288
275
348
183
190

70
262

-

90
155
-

287
344
601
240
160

-

-

-

154

154

147

70
262
154

63
258
154

74
286
147

1.650

1.503

1.992

1.053

1.295

1.138

2.703

2.978

3,130

$(132)

$23

$27

$47

$83

$(127)

$(85)

$106

$(100)

REVENUES
Unrestricted Contributions

Admissions
Store
Functions
Interest Income
Other
Gain (Loss) on Securities

TOTAL REVENUE

-

EXPENSES
Exhibits Development
Exhibits & Collections
Education
Marketing & Memberships
Gen. Management
Fundraislng
Store
Functions
MW Operating Costs
MW Mortgage

TOTAL EXPENSE
NET SURPLUS (DEFICIT)

,

NOTE:

To achieve an appropriate comparison by line item. reclassifications were made for the FY90 Budget and Pro.iected columns to conform
to the FY91 Budget presentation.
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
BAR GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF MONTHLY CASH BALANCE
FY91
COMBINED RESTRICTED & UNRESTRICTED MONTH END CASH BALANCE

($ Thousands)

2fl7

DEC
TRIGGER

o

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

...

-.,.-(Actual)

~ FY90

.,

(Budget)

I

FY91--------l

I JNRESTRICTEU MONTH END CASH BALANCE

RESTRH 'TED MONTH END CASH BALANCE

($ Thousands)

($ Thousands)

650

7UO

550

600

450

soo

470

JUIl Jul AugSep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb MarAprMayJun

-

~--

(Actual )

~ FY90

-tl-----

lun lui Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr MHY JUIl

..

..

~--~--------------~----------------(Budget)

(Budget)

(Actual)

FY91 - - - - - - - - - 1

~ FY90-i1------ FY91 - - - - - - - - - 1

NOTE: Restricted cash balance includes funding for Exhibits. Building and Endowments,
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
NOTES
FY9l BUDGET
1.

Revenue Recognition
Restricted and unrestricted ~ontributions are recognized
when received. Memberships are recorded as income according
to the fiscal year in which they pertain and deferred if
applicable to future years. Pledge revenue is recorded when
received.
Income from functions and events is recorded as
of the date of the event.

2.

Depreciation
Set forth below are estimates of depreciation amounts which
were not included in the FY90 Forecast or FY91 Budget since
they do not require any cash flow out.
Deprec~ation is
determined based on the estimated useful lives of the assets
on a straight line basis.
Depreciable assets include
equipment and the cost of permanent exhibits depreciated
over 5 years; leasehold improvements depreciated over 20
years; and the building, when acquired, depreciated over 32
years. The amount of depreciation for both FY90 and FY91 is
expected to be approximately $283K.

3.

Employees
As of June 30, 1990, full time equivalent employees (FTE's)
are expected to be 33.
As of June 30, 1991, FTE's are
expected to be 36.

4.

Memberships
The following is
Museum members:

a

summary of

Corporate
Individual
Total

the
FY90

FY9l

100
1,150

125
1,650

1,250

1,775

____ D

-4-

estimated number

-----

of

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
NOTES (Cont'd)
FY91 BUDGET
5.

Unrestricted Contributions
The following is a summary of the unrestricted contributions
(Dollars in Thousands):

6.

DESCRIPTION

FY90

FY91

Computer Bowl
Corporation & Foundation Grants
Government
Annual Drive
Individuals
Other Sources

$250

$300
180

4

75
100
89
13

120

Operating Fund Total

531

600

Capital Fund Total

210

250

$741=
___

$850

--==

Restricted Contributions
Restricted contributions represent amounts designated by the
donor to be expended for specific activities, functions,
programs, exhibits or types of expenditures.
The following is a summary of the restricted contributions
(Dollars in Thousands):
DESCRIPTION

FY90

FY91

KITS
Mass Council
IMS
Reality on Wheels
Public Programs
Breakfast Seminars
General

$ 33
18
7
40

$ 96
18

Operating Fund Total
Capital Fund Total (Exhibits)

16
0

10

114

315

1159

761

$1273

$1076

-=--=
-5-

180
11

-=--=

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
NOTES (Cont'd)
FY91 BUDGET
7.

Admissions
Set forth below are the att:.endance levels and average
revenue per visi tor by year. Effective April 1, 1990, ·the
admi ssion fee was increased by $1.00 bringing the total
admission fee to $6.00. No increase is planned for FY91.
%

YEAR
FY85

FY86
FY87
FY88
FY89
FY90
FY91

Number
of Visitors

Inc
Dec

34,000 (approx.
5 mos.due to move
from Marlboro to
Boston)
77,000 (actual)
77,619 (actual)
77,072 (actual)
88,041 (actual)
90,000 (forecast)
104,000 (budget)

NM
NM
.8%
-.7%
14%
2%
15%

Average Admission
Revenue pe~·Visitor

$2.18
2.32
2.48
2.92
2.64
3.33
3.56

The budgeted increase in visitors for FY91 is based on
strengthened and focused marketing efforts, opening of the "Walk
Through Computer" exhibit, hosting siggraph conference again and
associated traffic from DEC World.
8.

Capital Fund Contributions
Capi tal Fund revenues represent the amounts received from
pledges.
The FY91 Budget includes anticipated receipt of
installments on capital campaign pledges made prior to FY91
and the amounts received from new pledges made under Phase
II of the Capital Campaign.
The following is a summary of amounts received and expected
to be received from pledges already made and from pledges to
be received from. the Capital Campaign (Dollars in
Thousands):
Fiscal Year

Phase

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

$ 375
155
48
16
10
$ 604

Phase II

I

$ 192
395
340
194
240
$1361

---=-

===

-6-

Exhibits

Total

$ 299
126
95
1159
761
$2440

$ 866
676
483
1369
1011
$4405

----

DD _ _

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM

SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
ANNUAL FINANCIAL SUMMARY
FY85 - FY91

•

($ - Thousands)

NET SURPLUSI - DEFICIT

REVENUES

2904
2490

3030
723

2383
2123
1682

1613

300
41
-100
-190
-323

85

o

86

87

88

89

85

91

90

•

(Forecast) (Budget)

Operating Fund

~ Capital Fund

86

87

88

Before depreciation
as follows;
FY85
FY86
FY87
FY88
FY89
FY90 (Est.)
FY91 (Est.)

$ 62

101
110
308
283
283
283

557

-216 (a)
85

86

87

88

89

90
(Forecast)

91
(Budget)

(a) Borrowed $285K to finance $216K deficit resulting in net cash balance of $69K.
(b) Repaid $200K of borrowings resulting in net cash balance of $180K.
(c) Repaid remaining $85K of borrowings resulting in net cash balance of $402K.

-8-

90

91

(Forecast) (Budget)

CASH BALANCE

600

89

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM

Organizational Chart
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

Oliver Strimpel

EXECUTIVE
ASSISTANT

Sue Johnson

I
FOUNDING PRESIDENT
DIR. OF COLLECTIONS

I
DIRECTOR OF
DEV. & PUBLIC REL.

Jan DelSesto

Gwen Bell
Collection Mgr. (Wallace)
Collection Assist. (P. T.)

I

I

DIRECTOR OF

DIRECTOR OF

PUBLIC PROGRAMS

MARKETING

BUSINESS MGR.

Noel Ward

Brian McLaughlin

(OPEN)
Ed. Coord. (Rusk)

Functions Mgr. (Keough)

Ops. Mgr. (Schroeder)

Store Mgr. (O'Sullivan)

Dev. Coordinator (Ley)
Membership Coord. (Oates)
P.R. Mgr. (Jennes)

I

Assistant PR Mgr. (Armbruster)

Ass't. Ops. Mgr. (Pezalla)
Interpreters (8)
Exhibits Engr. (Griscom)
Exhibits Tech. (Greene)

Grant Writer (Open)
Graphic Designer (Groves)
Exhibit Dev. "Mile" (Welch)
Other Support personnel:
• Computer Bowl Project Mgr. -(Kate Jose)
• Walk Through Exhibit
-(Chip Morrison)
-(Alan. Symonds)
- (David Greschler)

Research Ass't (Hellenga)
Software Asst. (Open)
Exhibit Dev. -" Reality" (Open)
Exhibit Dev. -" Kits" (Open)
Exhibit Dev.-" Discovery" (Open)

I

I

Receptionist/Office Assist.
(Halwes

Ass't Store Mgr. (Burke)
Sales Ass't (Lee)
Sales Ass't (Edgar-P. T.)

..._."

The
/ Computer
~.

~

Museum

IIIOIA SUIIIWlY: III BIIBP

300 Congress Street
Boston, MA 02210
(617)42~2800

February 16, 1990-May 31, 1990
PIIN'1'

Total Circulation: 76,914,057
BI..BC'lllOIUc:

Total impressions: 17,850,000
Interaational Highlights
News of The Computer Museum and/or The Valk-Through Computer bes spanned
the globe with a half-page piece in the March 26 London Daily Telegraph and
a Jerusalem Post feature on the Museum last December. The Telegraph story
prompted a stream of inquiries from Great Britain including the London
Times, New Computer Express, Electronic Times, the BBC prime-time science
program'TOmorrow's Vorld and the BBC's search Out Science show for
children.
-In addition, Zeit Magazin's (Germany's Time Magazine) Special Computer
issue in March featured an extensive article on the Museum mentioning The
Valk-Through. The Vest German Siemens Review (read by 40,000 of the world's
opinion leaders) published a feature on The Valk-Through in its May/June
issue. Der Spiegel (Germany's Newsweek) is currently writing a piece. And
VDR, Vest Germany's state-owned network, plans a 10-minute segment for High
Score, a program for young adults, with an audience of one million.
In June, Japan's Channel 12 network Nightly Business News plans a feature
on the Museum, and Lufthansa is shooting an in-flight video on the Museum
as a tourist must-see.
Also of interest: Both Guinness Book of Records and Collier's Encyclopedia
Yearbook wants to include The Valk-Through exhibit in their publications.
Rational Highlights
Major placements on The Valk-Through: a June 4 NEVSVEEK piece in the
"Lifestyle" section ("This Is Big, Reeeeally Big: The Computer Museum's new
exhibit combines high-tech education with razzle-dazzle") and a Hay 20 New
York Times Sunday Magazine Back Page "Vorks in Progress" piece. The ValkThrough will also be highlighted in USA Veekend (it has close to 30 million
readers), Popular Science, and Family Circle.
The AP, UPI, USA Today, Los Angeles Times, Computerworld, Electronic
Engineering Times, Information Veek, Lotus Magazine, Personal Computing,
The Boston Sunday Globe, and CBILDSPLAY Magazine are highlighting the
exhibit with features-or other coverage. Also coming up this June a story
in Results Magazine (read by 30,000 top management executives in the US).
NBC's TODAY will be the first network morning show to introduce the country
to the exhibit on June 21 in a feature live from the Museum, eNN's Science
and Technology show plans a segment for its five million viewers, and Good
Morning America also wants to do a live segment from inside The ValkThrough Computer.

/

21Media Summary
Other pieces include "Journey to the Center of the PC" in the April 23rd
BusinessVeek and features in the May issue of Popular Mechanics, The Boston
Globe, The Boston Herald, and the April 18th issue of a North Shore Weekly
chain distributed to 110,000 people in Massachusetts.
The Boston Globe broke The Walk-Through story back in December. In March,
The Sunday New York Times highlighted the new exhibit in a piece on the
Museum that has been reprinted across the country and in Canada. The April
issue of Computel featured a photograph and description of Th~ Valk-Through
:
.'
as part of an extensive feature about the Museum.
Other Highlights
More than one million people saw the "Vest Coast Nerds Beat the East
Eggheads" during The Second Annual Computer Bowl on Computer Chronicles in
May, and another six million read about the Bowl in publications like The
Vall Street Journal, San Jose Mercury News, Dallas Morning News, BostoO-Globe, Byte, and Marketing Computers.
Also, the May/June 1990 10th Anniversary Issue of Classroom Computer
Learning featured the Museum's Memories poster on its cover, urging readers
to become Museum members.
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TBI VALK-TBltOUGB COMPUTIll
IIIDIA SUIOWtY
(Includes upcoming placements)

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
BBADLINB:
DESCRIFl'ION:
CONTACT:

TIll BOSTON GLOBE

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
BBADLINI:
DESCRIFl'ION:

POPULAR MECHANICS
1,600,000
May 1990
"Museums for the Puture"
Story and two pictures about The ValkThrough Computer
Abe Dane

CONTACT:
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
BBADLINI:
DESCRIFl'ION:
CONTACT:
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
BBADLINI:
DESCRIFl'ION:

509,500
December 8, 1989
"Odds and Inds"
Mention in Alex Beam's column
Alex Beam

TBI NBV YORK TIMES
1,593,100
March 4, 1990
"Computers on Display, But Not on a
Pedestal"
Peature on Museum and Valk-Through Computer
Anne Driscoll

CONTACT:

COMPUTE I
260,000
April 1990
"Velcome to My Machine"
Peature on the Museum and The ValkThrough Computer
Keith Perrell

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
CONTACT:

PERSONAL COMPUTING
501,440
June 1990
Rob Bel Bruno

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:

CBILDSPLAY
40,000
June 1990

/

The Valk-Through Computer
Media Report
Page 2
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DBSCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

FAMILY CIRCLE
5.75 million
June 26, 1990
"Circle this: June is ••• "
Highlighted in News to Use seetion with keyboard photo
Margaret Jaworski

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

THE DAILY TBLBGltAPB
1.15 million
March 26, 1990
"The Two-storey Desktop Computer"
Feature story on The Valk-Through Computer
Dr. Roger Highfield

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

BAGLE(VICHITA, KANSAS)
193,502
March 18, 1990
"Computer History, use on display
Reprint of New York Times article
Anne Driscoll

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

BUSINESSVEEK
400,000
April 23, 1990
"Journey to the Center of the PC"
Piece on The Valk-Through Computer
Mark Lewyn

PUBLICATION:
DATB:
HEADLINE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

VGBH MAGAZINE
June 1990
"Inside Story"
Item on The Valk-Through Computer
Sarah Bailey

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

THE REGION (BOSTON NORTH SHORE VEEKLY CRAIN)
110,000
April 18, 1990
"Computer Museum Head Oliver Strimpel is User-Friendly"
Feature on Oliver Strimpel and The Valk-Through Computer
Dan Kennedy

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

SUNDAY NEV YORK TIMES MAGAZINE
1,593,100
May 20, 1990
"Byte-Sized, but Big"
"Back Page" feature on The Valk-Through Computer
Bruce Veber

BEADLINE:

.~'

/

The Valk-Through Computer
Media Report
Page 3
PUBLICATION:
DATE:
DESClUPTION:
CONTACT:

ZEIT IlAGAZIN
March 1990
"Veteruen Aus Blech"
Feature (in German) on the MuseUID
Volfram Runkel

PUBLICATION :
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DESClUPTION:
CONTACT:

POPULAR SCIENCE
1.8 million
August 1990
"¥bat's New" piece on The Valk-Through Computer
Judith Yeaple

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DESClUPTION:
CONTACT:

VOlUCING VOMAN
1 million
August 1990
Story on The Valk-Through Computer
Pam Bentley

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DESClUPTION:
CONTACT:

USA VBBKEND

29,500,000
June 1990
Piece on The Valk-Through Computer
Benjamin Sessioms

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DESClUPTION:
CONTACT:

USA TODAY
1,631,335
Early June
Mentioned in article about cross country travel
Joan Murphy

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:

NBVSVDK

BBADLINE:

HEADLINE:

DISClUPTION:
CONTACT:
PUBLICATION :
CIRCULATION:
DATI:
HEADLINE:

DESClUPTION:
CONTACT:

3.1 million
June 4, 1990
"This is Big. Reeeeally Big"
Story on The Valk-Through Computer/Science Section
John Schwartz
TBB BOSTON BBRALD
355,494
May 23, 1990
"Bigger-than-life computer to go on display at museum"
Feature wIRe Fowler, D. Griscom, C. Morrison
Paul Beckett

"'..iI'
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The Valk-Through Computer
Media Report
Page 4
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATB:
IlBADLINB:

DBSCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

PUBLICATION :
CIRCULATION:
DATI:
CONTACT:

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATI:
DBSCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATI:
DBSCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATI:
CONTACT:

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATB:
BBADLINE:
DBSCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATB:
DBSCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

TBB DBRVD POST

227,105
April 23, 1990
"Computer Museum puts visitors in touch with technololY"
New York Times reprint
Anne Driscoll

BLL! (SOUTII AKDICAN IDITION)
600,000 plus issues to Brazil, Venezuela, chile and Portugal
July 1990
Katia Pigossi-Zero
BYTB MAGAZINE
495,000
August 1990
Piece in the "Nanobytes" section
Dave Andrews
BYTB
125,000 (regional issue)
August 1990
Story about The Valk-Through Computer
Dave Andrews
ELECTRONIC BNGINBBltING TIDS
121,537
June 4, 1990
Bob Bellinger
RESULTS MAGAZINE
30,000 Industrial corporate leaders
June 1990
"Boston's Visitor-Friendly Museum"
Feature on the Museum and The Valk-Through Computer
Bill Rogan
COKPUTBRVORLD

147,899
June 4, 1990
Story on The Valk-Through Computer
Michael Alexander

/

The Valk-Through eomputer
Media Report
Page 5

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

LOTUS MAGAZINE
384,816
July 1990
Peature on The Valk-Througb eomputer

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

LOTUS NOTICE
In-house publication
July 1990
Feature on The Valk-Through Computer
Lee Goodwin

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

BOSTONIA
143,700
May-June 1990
"The Computer Museum"
Highlight of The Valk-Through Computer
Ian Springsteel

PUBLICATION:
DATE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

HEVLETT-PACKARD MAGAZINE
June 1990
Feature on The Valk-Through Computer
Theodora Nelson

PUBLICATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

THE BOSTON GLOBE
June 2, 1990
"It's Bigger Than Byte-Sized"
"Feature story about The Valk-Through Computer
Ron Rosenberg

/

The Valk-Through Computer
Media Report
Page 6
BLBC'D.OBIC:

'fBLBVISIOB:
PROGRAM:

DATE SBOT:
DATE AIRED:
AUDIENCE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

TODAY
JUDe 19, 1990
JUDe 21, 1990
3.6 million
Feature piece on The Valk-Through Computer
Coby Atlas

NBC

DATE AIRED:
AUDIENCE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

CNN "SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY"
June 21-24, 1990
5 million
Feature on The Valk-Through Computer
Jeff Garrard

PROGRAM:
DATE SHOT:
DATE AIRED:
DESCRIPTION:
AUDIENCE:

¥DR CHANNEL ONE (VEST GDIIAN TELEVISION)
May 25, 1990
September
10 minute feature on "Bigh Score," a computer show
1 million

PROGRAM:

UDIO:

PROGRAM:
NETVORKISTATION:
DATE SHOT:
DATE AIRED:
CONTACT:
DESCRIPTION:

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
VJIB
May 25, 1990
July 4, 1990 weekend
Scott Apple
Interview regarding Videofest and The Valk-Through Computer

PROGlWf:

MORNING BDITION-NBV ENGLAND MINUTES

NETVORKISTATION:
DATE SHOT:
DATE AIRED:
AUDIENCE:
CONTACT:
DESCRIPTION:

¥BUR

May 23, 1990
May 24, 1990
270,000
David Vrigh t
Feature piece on The Valk-Through Computer

/

HlDIA COVBltAGE OP THE COMPUTER BoiL 1990
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:

DISCI:
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:

DESCI:
PUBLICATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:

DESCI:
CONTACT:
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:

IlASS HIGH TBCB
37,000
November 20, 1989
"In This Corner"
Item on Bowl
IWUCBTING COMPUTERS
20,600 (MONTHLY)
December 1989
"When Bast meets West"
Item on Bowl
STUART ALSOP'S PC LETTER
December 13, 1989
"Research and Developments: Party Time"
Bowl description
Stuart Alsop

DESCI:

INPORMATION VBEK
148,146
January 1, 1990
"Computer Bowl 11"( In "Miscellany")
Item on Bowl

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCI:
CONTACT:

COMPUTER MAGAZINE
78,000
January 1990
"Computer Bowl II--Let the chips fall where they may"
Bowl story in Update section
Steve Wilcox

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DESCI:

SOFTWARE MAGAZINE
95,000
February 1990
"April"
Calendar listing of the Bowl

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCI:
CONTACT:

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS
308,427
Pebruary 14, 1990
Nerd vs. Nerd (Bits and Bytes)
Item on Bowl
Ron Wolf

HEADLINE:

DATE:

HEADLINE:

,/

The Computer Bowl
Media Report/Page 2
PUBLICATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCR:

TECHHART LETTER
February/March/April
"Techmart to Host Live Satellite Broadcast of Computer Bowl"
Piece on the Bowl at Techmart

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCR:

BOSTON COMPUTER CURRENTS
45,000
April 1990
"Computer Museum hosts Second Computer Bowl""
Short feature on the Bowl

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DESCR:

BYTE
435,000
April 1990
Item on Bowl

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
OESCR:
CONTACT:

SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER-CHRONICLE
705,341
March 25, 1990
"Inside Technology"
Column on women in computing; lack of women in bowl
Denise Caruso

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
OESCR:
CONTACT:

THE BOSTON HERALD
355,355
April 29, 1990
"Vest edges out East in high-tech face-off
Feature on Bowl
Dana Bisbee

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
OESCR:
CONTACT:

THE BOSTON GLOBE
509,500
April 30, 1990
"Silicon Valley gets its revenge"
Feature on Computer Bowl
Jane Fi tz Simon

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
OESCR:
CONTACT:

THE VALL STREET JOURNAL
1,931,410
April 30, 1990
"Vest Coast Nerds Beat East Eggheads In Computer Bowl"
Feature on The Computer Bowl
John Vilke

I

The Computer Bowl
Media Report/Page 3
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:

DBSCR:
CONTACl:
PUBLICATION:
DATE:

THE SAN JOSE MERCURY MBVS

268,967
April 28, 1990
"Vest Vins--Left Coast gets revenge in Computer Bowl II"
Feature on The Computer Bowl
Ron Volf
100 VORLD UPDATE

DESCR:

HAY 7, 1990
"Computer Bowl II: Bast Meets Vest"
Feature on the Bowl

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DESCR:
CONTACl:

COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM
75,000
August 1990
Feature on The Computer Bowl
,bren Frenkel

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
DESCR:

MARICETING COMPUTERS
20,600 (MONTHLY)
June 1990
Feature on Computer Bowl

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:

COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM
75,000
April 1990
"ACM to present Computer Museum's second computer bowl"
Feature on Computer Bowl
bren Frenkel

HEADLINE:

HEADLINE:

DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
BBADLINE:

DESCRIPTION:
CONTACl:
PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
BBADLINE:

DESCRIPTION:

THE DALLAS MORNING MBVS
535,465
April 22, 1990
"Tec:hnology"
Item on Computer Bowl
Tom Steinert-Threlkeld
SUN (LOVELL, MASS)

55,763
April 30, 1990
"Vest beats Bast in Computer Bowl"
Item about The Computer Bowl

I

The Computer Bowl
Hedia Report/Page 4
PUBLICATION :
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
IlBADLINB:
DBSCRIPTION:

CALIPORNIA COMPUTER NEVS
40,000

April 1990
"Vest Coast Seeks Revenge"
Item about The Computer Iowl

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
BBADLINB:
DBSCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

76,487
Hay 8, 1990
:
"Vest Coast vindicated in second Computer Iowl"
Piece on The Computer Iowl
Associated Press

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
HEADLINE:
DESCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

TIDS (IIAHHOND, ID)
72,380
April 29, 1990
"V. Coast wins Computer Bowl"
Piece on The Computer Bowl
Associated Press

PUBLICATION:
CIRCULATION:
DATE:
IlBADLINE:
DBSCRIPTION:
CONTACT:

PLORENCE (SC) HORNING NEVS
30,939
April 29, 1990
"Coast wins second annual computer bowl"
Peature on The Computer Bowl
Associated Press

HACVBBK

BLIC'rR01aC

TBLIVISIOIf :
PROGRAM:
NBTVORlUSTATION:
DATE SHOT:
CONTACT:

New Rampshire Public Television
April 27, 1990-To air on an upcoming show
Sara Steinman

PROGRAM:
NBTVORK/STATION:
AUDIENCE:
DATE TAPED:
DATE AIRED:
CONTACT:

COMPUTER CHRONICLES
PBS
1 million
April 27, 1990
Veeks following Hay 21 and 28
Stewart Cheifet

PCTV

/

The Computer Bowl
Media Report/Page 5
RADIO:
PROGIAM:

COMPtrl'ING SUCCESS

NBTVOlUUSTATION:
AUDIENCE:
DATE TAPED:
DATE AIRED:
CONTACT:
DESCRIPTION:

Business Radio Network
4,400,000

April 27 and May 3, 1990
May 5-12, 1990
Tom Foulks
Feature piece on The Computer Bowl

/

LIFESTYLE

TECHNOLOGY

the hardware. So that visitors could learn
as much or as little as they wish, the designers kept as their motto, "Simple message,
rich context." A bank of terminals on the
way out of the exhibit allows even further
delving into the arcana of computing.
The elegant idea is the brainchild of the
museum's executive director, Oliver Strimpel, who has been working on the $1.2 million exhibit for three years. Despite the
expense, Strimpel found it the easiest sell of
his career. "It clicked immedior years, the goal in comately with everyone," he says,
puting has been to make
glowing. "Everyone said, 'Of
things smaller, building
course! You've got to do that'."
down from early room-size
'lake H sing': Putting it tomonsters to today's palmtop
gether hasn't been quite as
PCs. Even computer termseasy. Even though the museum
like "bit" and "microprocesstaff had decided from the besor"-connote tininess. Now
ginning that their mock-up
The Computer Museum, Boscomputer would not actualton's repository of vintage n umly perform the computations,
ber-crunchers and intriguing
they wanted verisimilitude-a
interactive exhibits, has gone
computer that could work. The
the other way: a really, really
museum took on the extra challenge to satisfy the technologiBIG computer, two stories tall.
It boasts keys a foot across,
cally demanding Route 128
crowd. "We believe that ausix·foot-wide disks and-get
thenticity is what's really going
ready for this oxymoron-the
to make it sing for the technical
biggest microchip in the world,
people," Strimpel says. So they
7 l}~ feet square. The Walk·
turned to a group of companies
ThrouJ-rh Computer, a new perthat design computer boards.
manent exhibit modeled after
Creating the main board, or
such displays as the walk"motherboard," usually takes
through human heart at Chi·
two weeks, but this job took
cago's Museum of Science and
Industry, will g-ive visitors a
two months. The designers
faced unusual constraints, says
chance to see the soul of a new
museum spokesperson Gail
machine close up. ~o wonder
Jennes: "They not only had to
the museum is calling the June
worry about how to move data
21 unveiling "the biggest event
around, they also had to move
in computer history." Steve
people around." (To get to the
Jobs, eat your heart out.
men's room, you have to walk
From the outside, the mathrough the "power supply.")
chine looks like most any PC
Now "itcan work," says Donald
with a pituitary condition. It A bit of fun: Kids cavort on the keys of the work in progress.
Glass, whose company, DGA
will even run a program"World Traveler," designed by museum the microprocessor "brain," a replica ofthe Associates, coordinated the design effort
staffers. Using the gargantuan keys and a Intel 486 found in today's most powerful and had several small-scale models with
pointing device known as a trackball-this PCs. Looking into a window on the chip, real chips made for the museum. He admits
one measures almost 10 feet by 7 feet- visitors will see a hugely enlarged picture DGA stopped short of a thorough debug·
visitors choose two spots on a map. The of the actual lines etched in the silicon. ging. "I just hope they don't plug it in."
All right, so we all agree it's cool. But
computer figures the shortest route be- That image fades, arid computer-produced
tween the two cities and flashes pictures of artwork takes over, zooming down to the what else? Strimpel says the Big Box
sights along the way-say, San Francisco's surface for a step-by-step animated por- should fulfill one of the first missions of the
Golden Gate Bridge, or Amarillo's Cadillac trayal of the chip's operation-the tiny museum, which is to demystify computing.
Ranch. The trackball, keyboard and screen mundane steps that it accomplishes mil- "Any place you've been is less of a mystery
are connected to an Apple Macintosh squir- lions of times each second, such as asking than any place you haven't been," Strimpel
reled away backstage that does the actual the memory for a chunk of data and shoot- says. It should thrill kids and satisfy inquiscomputing. A Digital Equipment Corp. ing that information out to the screen. That itive adults. Once visitors have ventured
computer controls special effects.
image is in turn replaced by footage taken into this cross between "Fantastic Voyage"
After fiddling with the program, visitors by a scanning electron microscope which and "Land of the Giants," they will know
can enter the chassis and walk from compo- shows a real 486 chip at work. (Since the more about computers-as much as most
nent to component, guided by the circuitry microscope's image is made up of electrons, would ever want to know. So the big comitself and illustrations by David :\1acaulay, it can "see" the changes in voltage along puter will have done something that its
author of the best-selling "The Way Things the chip.) Beyond the PC itself, a video pygmy brethren have so far found nearly
Work." Each part of the machine tells its I "software theater" explains the way the impossible: making learning fun.
own story. At the center of the board lies computer's programming interacts with
J OHS SCH WARTZ in &stan

This Is Big. Reeeeally Big.

The Computer Museum's new exhibit combines
high-tech education with razzle-dazzle

F
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12 Letters
William Sofir.

20 On Lancua&e

SueHa/pem

26 Hers

Pel.r Kerr

30 Read His lips: More Taxes

BogI., Anyone?
Values Which Are Simply There
Fellow Democrats are manila ring New Jersey
Gov. Jim Florio'. high-risk experlmenl- a
lax riHln exchange for "smarl governmenl. "
II h. succeeds, hold on 10 your pocllelbool<.
Tom~/aua

34 Youns, Gifted and Cool

Fred Marlin

40 Politics at the Club TomaJ

A new wave 01 young jazz musicians is suddenly
discovering Loul. Arnulrong and Charlie Parlier.
Pur. sound I. In, amplifiers oul.

In Hungary, an American polillcal adviser flrua II" hard

10 help oul when polilicians my away from po ....r.

BobSp11Z

42 LastTiIIIgolnTangier
Bernardo Bertolucci - the reaJ star Of the movies
he malle. - i.'aellllng a cult novel that has
frustrated directors for more than 30 yeors.

Michael Norman

44 His Head In the Stars
B~t w~en it comes to running a space project,
SClenllSl Ed Slone has his feet on Ihe ground.

RenaCoyl.

71 Food

Carol Vogel

75 Deslcn

Ulensil Essentials

Kllchen ComforlS
Frank J. Prial

80 WIne
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Byte-Sized, but Big
THE MONITOR (RIGHT) IS 14
leet high. The keyboard (above) is 25
leet long. The noppy disk is six feet on a
side. In an era in which the desktop

computer stands as a monument to

,

..

miniaturization, the walk·through com·
puter exhibit belng installed at the
Computer Museum in Boston is iconoclastic in its dimensions, if more co~
ventionally educational in Its purpose.
. "We want to provide people with a
compelling introduction to computers."
says the director of the museum. Oliver
B. Strimpel, who conceived the project
three years ago.
Designed by Richard Fowler, an
Englishman who Is head 01 design at

ing route between two specUled cities.
The visitor selects a starting city and
a destination; the monitor will then
display a briel slide show 01 sights
along the route. Inside the computer,
the working electronics are on display, with lights illustrating the path
of data bits as they whip around on
giant silicon chips.
"What a museum offers is a threemuseum visitors to run an actual pnr
gram and, through a combination 01 dlmensional environment," Strimpel
says.
"You can put people into a space
hardware and software, special effects and animation, witness a simu· and control the sensory input from all
This is something you
directions.
lalion of the Inlormation processing
system as the program is carried out. don't get from a film or a book or
The program, called World Traveler, from interacting with a piece of software,"
- BRUCE WEBER
is designed to locate the shortest driv-

Carrie Donovan

82 Fashion
Out of the Kllchen

109 Puzzles
Answers, Page 96

Britain's National Museum 01 Photography. Film and Teievision, and fabricated by the F . W. Dixon Company in
Woburn, Mass., the exhibit includes
learning stations and a video show
that explains how soltware works. It
opens to the public June 23.
The computer itself, two stories
high, 50 limes ordinary size, will allow

110 Works In Progress
Byte-Sized, but Big

Wlde-Kre_ ent...-nt.
Cover: Photograph by Bill Eppridge for The New Yor" Times.
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BY ABE DANE, SciencefTechnology Editor

POPULAR MECHANICS
MAY 1990
CIRC: 1,600,000

as a whole. Along with the introduction, visitors get cards
that identify them to a computer system with tenninals
in each exhibit. After providing the computer with a profile of themselves and their
interests, guests carry the
cards ·with them, and check
in at the tenninals for suggestions about what to see,
and followup infonnation on
a variety of science topics.

Choosing the future

Museums For The Future
'LL BE HONEST. A lot of
mu:-;eum:-; put me to :-;lcep.
IExcept
for the kind where
you can pU5h buttons and
watch things move around,
or otherwise tinker with the
exhibits. Those are fun. Maybe that makes me childish ,
but if so, it's a kind of childishness that's sweeping the
country. More and more science museums are finding
ways to get visitors involved
with their exhibits, and business is booming. Attendance
is higher, and more new facilities are being built than at
any time since the 1960s,
when the Sputnik scare gave
new urgency to science education. It's a heartening contrast to continuing reports of
America's poor level of technological literacy compared
to our economic competitors.
Most of the museums now
springing up don't really fit
the usual definition . Referred to typically as science
centers, they place a heavy
emphasis on teaching about
science and technology, rather than simply serving as
32

historical archives.
One of the most notable
new examples is the $71-million Futures Center shown in
the architect's model above.
Opening this May at Philadelphia's Franklin Institute,
the oldest hands-on science
museum in the country, the
9O,OOO-sq.-ft. complex of theaters and interactive exhibits is dedicated to illustrating
technology's power to shape
the future, and the choices
that that power will oblige us
to make.
Seven pennanent exhibits

will focus on the potential impact of science on space exploration, health, energy,
the environment, informa tion technology, materials
and lifestyle. Among the
items on display will be a 37ft. walk-through mockup of
Space Station Freedom , a
giant model of a living cell, a
simulated rain forest ecosystem and a scanning electron
microscope visitors can look
through to examine advanced materials.
An eighth exhibit, called
The Future and You, will
give visitors an overview and
explanation of the museum

GIant keyboard Is assembled for walk-through computer.

Rather than presenting a single vision of a future high tech wonderland, the overall
aim of the exhibits is to demonstrate the mUltiplicity of
alternate worlds that technology might bring. Driving
this point home is a I50-seat
auditorium called the Future
Choices Forum. Each seat is
equipped with a computer-

The trackball that will control
the walk-through computer.

ized voting station that will
let visitors respond to presentations that highlight the
dilemmas we will face as our
ability to manipulate nature
steadily increases. Results of
the votes will be projected on
a large screen at the front of
the auditorium and circulated to policymakers in Washington.
For many, however, the
most important decision that
the Futures Center can help
with is the choice of a profession. The Future Careers
POPULAR MECHANICSe MAY 1990
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Center will give access to resources that
go far beyond what the typical school
guidance office can muster. Central to
the facility is an electronic version of a
Help Wanted section from a typical 21st
century newspaper. Visitors push buttons to pick ads and get a look at the accompanying job descriptions, education
and experience requirements, starting
and average salaries, and the number of
jobs expected to be available in the selected field.

Behind the scenes
How do you design a museum to achieve
all the ambitious educational goals that
the Futures Center sets for itself?
Speaking to Bill Booth, vice president
for exhibits at the Franklin Institute, I
got the sense that like any form of teaching, coming up with exhibits is as much
art as science. But it also presents challenges all its own. Unlike textbook lessons, the unstructured learning that
happens in a museum is nearly impossible to measure or predict. In a process
Booth calls random access learning,
people choose their own paths through
the information made available to them ,
much as they do in the real world. As a
result, the usual methods of quizzing
people to gauge what they've taken
away from the experience aren't really
appropriate.
Typical ways of evaluating an exhibit
include videotaping people's interaction
with it, and Cluestioning them on the
concepts it's intended to convey afterward . Admittedly, such methods are
imprecise, but they pick up basic flaws
in a presentation. For example, surveys
found that a common misconception
among visitors to the Franklin Institute
was that gravity was caused by air pressure. Exhibits that suggested otherwise were simply assumed to be broken.
Booth's group responded by designing
an exhibit that let visitors pump the air
out of a cylinder and see for themselves
that gravity still applied.
Over years of observation, it has been
possible to extract some general principles to guide the design of exhibits. One
thing that needs to be taken into account
is the fact that people approach things
with a variety of different learning
styles. According to Booth, some like to
talk, some like to interact with an object, and others prefer a more passive
approach like watching a video. Ideally,
an exhibit will present opportunities for
all these activities.
It's also a good idea to gear an exhibit
to accommodate mixed age groups, such
as families. According to Bonnie VanDorn, executive director of the Association of Science-Technology Centers in
Washington, D.C., such groups learn
together more efficiently than groups of
people who are alike. And it's not al-

ways the old teaching the young. Often,
for example, a child will eagerly push
buttons or manipulate an object in a way
that yields surprises for adults who
would have taken a more deliberate approach.
Perhaps the most basic principle of all
is one that hardly needs restating in this
magazine. As Booth puts it, "People like
to learn by doing."

NEW
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Boston's giant computer
One of the grander examples of how
these common-sense educational ideas
can be embraced in a single exhibit is a
huge walk-through computer scheduled
to open this June at The Computer Mu-.
seum in Boston. Scaled up to 20 times
normal size, the $1.2-million machine
will incorporate a 25-ft. keyboard you
step on to operate, a working, 5-ft.-high
trackball and a 108-sq.-ft. monitor that
displays the operation of a custom-designed hypercard program.
Aside from the sheer impact of its
size, the exhibit promises to make computers understandable in a way that has
up to now been maddeningly elusive to
most people. Walking inside the machine reveals the network of components that makes these inscrutable
boxes tick . The floor makes up the
motherboard, complete with rows of
memory chips and vertical expansion
cards. At its center are the microprocessor brain and the clock that synchronizes the activities of all the different
parts. Thrusting back from the front
panel are a floppy drive and a spinning
hard disk platter. Pulsing light fibers
simulate connecting cables, and show
how signals travel through the machine
as visitors work the giant controls outside. Many of the components are
equipped with viewports that let you
see their inner workings right down to
the most basic level. Interactive computer stations placed around the exhibit
provide supplementary information.

Learning versus fun?
Certainly it's possible for people to understand technology without access to
giant computers or $71-million museums. But the benefits of exposure to
these carefully selected experiences
should not be underestimated. ''There's
an incredible need to make the more
symbolic things that happen in classes
have a more concrete basis," says VanDorn. Abstract concepts are fragile and
easily forgotten without a compelling illustration in one's own personal experience. And although the museums that
put this idea into practice may seem a
departure from tradition, the way they
teach science is actually much more in
tune with the experimental principles
on which the practice of science has been
based from the beginning.
1M

Hovercrafts. outdoor sheds. fine
furniture. tool boxcs. All this and
more Is within your reach when you
order Popular Mechanics latest cata·
log of plans. Imagine building:
• a hovercraft that flies 70 miles per
hour on land or water
• a bookcase wall that stretches
from floor to ceflfng
• a two-car garage with room for a
loft and workshop
Hundreds of plans to choose from .
many never offered before. and all
complete with diagrams. instructions and materials lists.
You'lI find a selection of books and
photocopies of Popular MechanicS
articles from past Issues Included.
So, If you want to feel the pride of
building something yourself. be·
come an expert In a new hobby or do
your own home and auto repairs.
send for our Plans and Ideas Cata·
log. Just $2 .00.
Mall your check or money order to:
Popular MechaniCS Catalog. Box
1014. Radio City Station. New York.
N.Y. 10101.
Popular Mechanics L, a publica/ton oj Ikars/
Magazin<'S. a d/ulston oj TIle H<'OrSl
Corpora/Ion.

0 1989 TIt .. 111'Ors/ Corpora/Ion .
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Oliver Strlmpel
at Boston Computer Museum
exhibit: "Making
everything very
big and very
visible takes the
mystery out of
~hnology."
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shrunken kids in the film when they view the
' '' ' '~,; ,,walk-Through Computer, a new exhibit that .~,~
" : _' ..,'" By Ronald Rosenberg
•
'
GLOBE STAFF
.. '. opens this month. While there is no danger ora "
" If Hollywood were to make sequel to the '" ~~ bumblebee ~ttack; ~e chapge in pei'spec- '," ,
hit movie I'Honey, I Shnmkthe Kids," Bos- " tive IS m~mentarily ~tartJing. :", '.' -,) .,,:d ,
' "Making everything very big and very VlSI- ,:"\i
ton's Computer Museum could be one of the
sets. '
" '. ' ,
ble takes the mystery out of technology," said " ,,~
British-born Oliver Strimpel, the museum's ex, ,~
. Instea1 of riding giant ants and climbing ecutive director, who has wanted to create this ;; I
mto oversIZed Lego blocks, the movie charac- exhibit for three years. "It's a very disanning " 1
approach, rather childlike." ,
.
"'.. '
ters could embark on an adventure inside and
,
Indeed,
the
electronic
parts
alone
are
' 50
around a giant personal computer equipped
times bigger than an Apple Macintosh. One of
with a 25-foot-Iong keyboard .. The child-sized
the smaller parts of the exhibit, which opens
characters could climb the computer's letters
June
23, is the 6-foot-tall floppy disk. It is only
and numbers. Adults could explore a geogra21 times larger than today's 8.S-inch disk.
phy program by turning a bumper-car-sized
, 'Visitors will be able to walk past a 6-footpointer, known as a trackball, that moves imtall disc storage drive, gaze into giant memory
ages on .a towering lOB-square-foot color monichips and learn how information is passed from
tor; using the World Traveler program, they
one part of this two-story computer to another.
can, for example, locate the shortest driving
"I want to reach out with this exhibit to
route between two cities.
people that know nothing about computers as
Museum visitors are likely to feel like the
EXHIBIT, Page 18
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Co
ter' M
·always wanted f.o' break down the'
weD88~osetha~baveafearof~- .~:; .• mpu
'~"'-:~:7i . ~.to .~~tandiDg COJDpm,:\
~

~d:;S::~Dit. Stlimpel ' ~~aJ.:~.:eOf·~·.:~~·~·~\'~:~~·~~~
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widening their .~ ;~ . '::. ,:than:lOO peGpJe,'~g'13 faD-~

Museum o.f PhotDgraphy, 'F,'i1m and ' "audlence beyond the .:' ~"-:"'~fromters,F~~..uersCo -th ;
'.l11 ••. strinlpel knew F l .
.
..-QCI\:W'IQIIIII
.n. UlAUn .. e'
~:.:.on~uer ~rk at the ~: .: oompoter Uterate. .:,~.~. W,obur~ e~h~bit .~abrici.tor, are 1
Museum in London, where the de- "
~ling .t:o."~ the,late June 1
signer created a fUll-scale model of a
dea4liDe. .,:' ~;)~ ,~. - ",' , ... ' ,'~'J
nuclear reactor core. •
Fowler, who is returning to
"We've ,model~ everying on a ports to see videoS'that show the in- land to work on a ~ Children's
working computer," said Fowler, ner workings right down to the most Museum, said ~eveJopmg the Comwho acknowledged knowing nothing buic level. Walking from chip tD puter ~~um exhibit, differs from
about computers until he came tD chip, visitors will see Pulsing light ft- most .British and .American museum
BostDn 188t May. '\Frankly, I never bers that simulate wires to show how exhibl~ that take ~ to three years
eared much about them - until now." tiny pieces oCinformation _ data bits to deSign and budd. The WalkHe and Strimpe) agreed that the - zoom around in'giant siJicon chips. Through Computer will be complet'exhibit had to givel visitors a sense
To Curther disarm computer- ed in Just over 12 ~~nth8.
'
Still, there are 188t-mfnute probthat computers can be Cun as well as phobes, the museum has retained
instructive~ Theytalso hope the Robert Macauley 88 exhibit ruustra- lems, such 88 finding the most suitWalk-Through Computer \\i11 bring tor. He is best known 88 the writer!- able mate~ for the exhibit floor to '
in new visitors, given the popUlarity illustrator oC "The Way Things accommodate the foot traffic from '
oC its next-door neighbor, the Chil- Work," a book that includes en- .the 150,000 visitors expected annual- ,
dren's Museum, on Museum Wharf. 1arged dra\\ings oC the inner work- ly. Already dozens of samples of :
Computer Museum officials see ings oC more than 250 machines. For pl88tic materials have been, tested.
the exhibit as a way oC \\idenin~ the Computer Museum, he wm pro!Iust as a real computer's electheir audience beyond. the computer duce 30 information panels 88 weD 88 tronics sit on a multilayered plastic
literate, many oC whom are children. anatomical blow-ups oC the comput- board, ealled the "motherboard," the
"We've seen a lot of,parents com- er's working parts. Macauley is also museum is trying to buDd a similar
ing here because oC th!!ir cbildren's Creating a 2O-Coot-long display stud- green-oolored floor.,
,
Cascination with computers," said ded with nitches, keyboards, micro' "On the one hand, it's got to look
Strimpel.
~
phones and a television camera to right." said Fowler. "That means it's
In addition to the: gfaDt key- explain how information flows.
got to be a nice translucent green. At
board, visitors can walk inside an
This ambitious introduction to the same time, it has got to stand 10
oversized electronics Corest and stop computers is costing the museum years ofwear and tear 88 a floor, and
at 4-Coot-long "chips" -, memories, $1.2 million. Fund-~g Cor die ex- that's proving to be a very difficult
communications devices and a Cen- hibit was spearheaded by Mitchell eombiDation."
traI Processing U~ the control een- Kapor, founder oC Lotus DevelopTheir. solution: Have people walk
lei' oC the compuWr. They can peer ment Corp. and chairman of ON Slightly ~low the electronics using
intD them through one oC ~y view- Technology~ both in Cambridge. ~- ~ that can be 8asiIy replaeed.
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BITS & BYTES

The Russian version of MS-DOS, the 13th translation Microsoft has made, should make it easier for budding Soviet
businesses to computerize_ Another prospect is the Communist
Party, one of the nation's biggest PC users. Until now, Soviet
pcs-made by the government or by importers such as IB~{f - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - , - = - - - - - - - - - - I have used English versions of MS-DOS or homemade translaor years, science enthu- tions. Working with a Soviet-American computer joint venture
siasts have marveled at called Dialogue, Microsoft has developed a method to arrange
a replica of the human Cyrillic characters on the keyboard and automatically translate
heart, the size of a house, them into the mathematical language used internally by PCs.
at the Museum of Science That will help other sortware makers translate their own
& Industry in Chicago. programs. In addition to Microsoft, Aldus Corp. and AshtonNow, a Boston museum is Tate say they plan to translate applications, such as word
putting a new twist on the processing packages, for sale in the Soviet Union.
idea.
On June 23, the Computer Museum will unveil an
enormous, $1.2 million replica of a personal computer that visitors can walk through.
he Apple Macintosh, with its easy-to-use graphics style,
Inside the mammoth machine are banks of Volkswagen-size,
may represent a victory of form over substance. That
random-access memory chips and a six-foot floppy disk. Pulsing fiber-optic cables illustrate how information moves appears to be the finding of research conducted at the Univerthrough computers. The machine's only working parts are a sity of Delaware. Marcia Peoples Halio, assistant director of
few buttons on its 25-foot keyboard and a trackball, a ball that the English Dept.'s writing program, assigned the same five
moves the cursor. The computer's single trick is to map the teaching assistants to 10 freshman English classes. One stushortest land route between two cities on the same continent. dent group used Macs, the other used IBM PCs or IBM clones.
The instructors said the Mac's large type and graphics
Even that function is actually performed by a desktop computer hidden inside the giant model power supply. Once the route seemed to lead to "sloppier writing and fluffier topics." A
is calculated, a slide show on the machine's 108 square-foot writing-analysis program of a random sampling of papers
found that 30'70 of the Mac writers used complex sentences,
screen illustrates points of interest along the way.
compared with 5070 of IBM-clone writers. Sentence length averaged 16.3 words for the Mac essays and 22.6 for those written
on PCs. And the Kincaid Scale, a measure of readabilitv,
showed Mac users writing at the 8th grade level, vs. 12th
grade for the IBM-clone group. Her article "Student Writin~:
undles of copper wires fatter than pythons. Wooden con- Can the Machine Maim the Message?" concludes that the
duits soaked in creosote, some from the 1880s. It's a Mac's format seems to "encourage a simple sentence structure
jungle down there, and now it belongs to ~1C1 Communications and childish vocabulary."
Corp. Western Union Corp. spent decades laying cables beneath the streets of hundreds of U. S. cities, including 700
miles of fiber-optic lines. On }Iar. 8, the cash-strapped, onetime
communications giant sold it all to Me l for an undisclosed sum.
The deal for Western Union's raggedy Advanced Transmisozens of types of cotsion SYstems has attracted little notice, but there's more to it
ton are grown in the
than meets the eye. It makes Mel the only long-distance company to own lines that extend right into customers' buildings. U. So, and there are scores
MCI could attract data-transmission customers by promising to of different uses for each
shepherd their traffic every inch of the way. Still, realizing type . Some grades are ~
that dream on a wide scale would take lots of money for best used for blue jeans, ~
modernization and expansion, and it might be challenged by while others make better
local phone companies that resent Mel's intrusion. ~{CI spokes- shirts. The trick for mill
man John R. Houser says the company has told shareholders operators is knowing how
it doesn't plan to invest heavily in ATS. Even so, he acknowl- to match the right cotton
to the right garment.
edges, "Mel has inherited some buried treasure ."
1----------------------------------------------1 N ow, with a new soft- '------======--==-==-1
ware program developed by Cotton Inc., a trade group for
cotton growers, grading may no longer be so tricky. The
cotton is first rated by a machine known as a High Volume
Instrument. The HVI checks for fiber length, uniformity,
s the U. S. government slowly lifts export restrictions on strength, color, amount of impurities, and other qualities. Then
computer technology bound for the Soviet Union and an IBM Personal System/2, which runs the new Engineered
Eastern Europe, companies with an appetite for new markets Fiber Selection Program, takes that information and deterare scrambling to get products ready. That's why Microsoft mines the best use for the cotton. So far, according to the
Corp. has developed a Russian version of ~{S·DOS , the operat- trade group, the results have been impressive. Mills report
ing system software that runs IBM-compatible personal com- that cotton can now be classified in a matter of minutes rather
puters. "There is a huge demand for computing in the Soviet than days, reducing labor costs and helping operators to adUnion,"
a _Microsoft
senior
vice-president.
just
their
to_ _
match
market
_ _ _ _says
_ _ _Jeremy
_ _ _ _ _Butler,
_____
______
____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J _
___
_ _ _inventories
_ _ _ _ _ _ _quickly
_____
____
_ _ _ _demand.
________
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MCI BUYS AN
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Pressing for action:
th£ project 's 25ft
working keyboard.
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abandonedfor f ear
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children down
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The two-storey
desktop computer
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tabl e. it is bein J.: built in a for·
mer woo l \\Ia rc hou s~ on BasIon' s hi s to ric ..... ate rf ront . hOlll e
or th e wu rld 's only de di ( a tc d
com pul er mu se um .
, Th e Wa lk T hr o u ~ h Co m ·

puter ex hibit will prov ide a
vi ew of co mput ers th a t c \'c n a
compul e r ha rd wa re e xpe rt will
rind b r ca lhl ak in~ . It is th e
bra in child o f a Unto n. Dr Oli ·
ve r Str im pe l. th e mu se um 's
n e wl y a ppoint e d exe c utiv e
director.
"The Wa lk Throu gh Co m ·
put e r will be <Joout th e tec hno logy it se lf. ..... here you can le arn
how it wor ks a nd whal is inside
th e co mput er's box in a way
that we hope will not alie nat e
anybody." he sa id.
The im pac t of compute rs a nd
th eir diffe re nce from , say. a
dis hwasher, are not a pp re ciat ed, according to Dr Strimpe l.

" Th e id ea th a t computers are
infurm a tio n machin es is ve ry
s ubtl e" he s aid .
" I do not think people reali se
th a t a lm os t ever y body is
invol ved with ha ndling and rn a·
niplii a lin ~ inform atio n w hil e
r c l<Jtiv e iy few a re in vo l ve d
with manufacturin g: '
T wo othe r Britons a rc pla y·
in ~ a ke y ro le: Ri cha rd Fow le r.
th e a ward winnin g d e sign e r
fro m th e Nati onal Muse um of
P h o lo ~ r a ph y. Film and Te le·
vis ion in Brad rord, and BBC
produ ce r J ohn Palfrc ma n who
will m a ke a hum orou s film
cx pl a inin ~ softwa re.
Ov e r a ll. mor e Ihan 100
peo pl e and 25 institutions from
three countrie s a re colla bora t·
in g on th e project.
T h e Walk Thr ough Com put e r will de monstrat e a program th a t takes the mu se um 's
vi s itors on a wo rM tour.
Im ages o f Ihe world on a high
re so lution compute r sc r ee n
will be proj ec led on a 108 s q fl
monitor. It will also oHe r vi s itors a 25 (t working key board
and fi ve fool flopp y di s k.
Id eas for a gia nt mou se we re
droppe d beca use it would have

been thl! s i/.c of a bllmpt' r car. will be describ ed in th e sim·
a nd . Or S trirn vcl ex pla in e d : pl l ~S I la nguage: e ach s li ve r o f
"We were sca f{~d of funn ill p. s ili lo n Ii~ ht s up in a chip th a t is
"as <.o mp lcx as a cit y" .
ove r childre n."
Co mput e r graph ics will al so
In s t e ad u se rs will turn a
"trac kball " 40 in in diamet e r to be II sed . " You will appear to fl y
point a curso r to one of 300 down into the chip a nd see it
maj o r ci ti es di s pla yr d o n workin g in a re ali s ti c way, "
sa id Or Strimpe l.
scree n .
"We want people to see it is
Th e co mput e r will find the
s hort est land rout e be twee n co mplex but fee l Ih a t if Ih e y
two o f th e m a nd offe r a s lid e had Ihe lime they could und e r·
s ho w 0 11 the ma mmulh monit o r sta nd it. It is not a m ys te ry of th e s ight sa ne \\'OU Id ~ec e n th ere is no ghost in the box."
In c a s e this r e ali s ti c
roul e.
T he co mput e r op e ratin ~ th e approa ch intimidates some vi sit
o
r s. th e r e will al s o b e a
sc ree n di s pl;ly.will be an A pple
Macint os h II. a nd a powe rful " warm and fuzz y" displ a y: humorous
illustrated pan els will
Di gital Equipm e nt Cor pora tion
Mi c ro vax w ill control th e be use d . produce d by David
Ma
caul
ay
. a uthor of Th e Wa y
s pecia l e ffects.
Walkin g in sid e th e co mput e r Thin gs Work.
Puls
in
g
light fibre s embedpast droo ping ribbon cabl es.
visitors will s ee it ope ratin g in de d in it s translucent floor - a
moc
k
print
ed ci rcuit boa rd s lo w motion. from the whirr of
a giant s pinnin g di s k as it will simulate the flow of data
retrie ve s data to the fre ne tic throu gh th e compute r.
Th e Walk Through Com·
electronic activit y in banks of
pute r is th e Bos ton mu seum 's
me mory c hips.
Pe ering in s id e. th ey will see la rges t sin g le project since
a film of a real chip at work ope ning in 1984.
Th e museum boasts ODe of
tak e n with a n e lec tron microthe bes t collections of early
sco pe a t DEC.
Th e acti on of the comput e r compute rs . The size of this
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In Boston Roger Highfield, Science Editor, discovers plans for a 50 times lifesize PC
T HE WO III.D·S most e,p,- n·
si ve - a nd la rl:!cs l - " de s ktop"
co mputer will lie up and run·
nin,,! in Jun e . Cos till £ SI. 2 mil·
li on (£750.000). il will be Iwo
storeys tall - SO tim es the s i1.e
of a no rm a l des k lo p PC or
works ta ti on.
Rath e r Ihan s iltin g on a
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e xhibition und e rscor e s the
soarin g pow e r and plunging
price of the ma chines.
A marvell o us s election of
hand s-on exhib i ts , compute r
animation. robotics and artificial intelli ge nce . is a ls o on orfe r
to it s 100.000 visitors ea c h
year.
The y can he ar advice from a

comput e r on what wine will
complement a fish dish, argue
with a groce r (an artificial intellige nce program) ove r the cost
of s trawberrie s or e ve D commi ss ion a work of computer

art .
"Computers are also a wonderful vehicle fo r getting over
some extremely dee p mathe-

matical ideas," Dr Strimpel
sa id.
Before joining the museum.
Dr Strimpel was curator for
ma themati cs and computing a t
London's Science Museum, but
in 1983 la ck of resouroos a nd
fo c us on sc hol a rship rath e r
th a n publi c e du cation th e re
pus hed him to mo ve to Boston.
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Walk-Through
Computer

THE NEW YORK TIMES
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1,

The Computer Museum in Boston plans a
two-story mock-up of
a computer that visitors can walk through,
page 40.

1990 .

·WEDDINGS
eirc: 1,593,100

Computers on Display
But Not on a Pedestal
Special 10 The New York Time.

BOSTON, March 3 - At the Computer Museum here, the technologically timid can consult with a wine
adviser about what will complement
a chicken dish, commission an original work of art or dicker with a
Haymarket street vendor over . the
price of a pint of strawberries.
Computers that do these things are
part of a growing number of interactive exhibits at a museum that bills
itself as the world's only one devoted
exclusively to computers and their

history. The mission of the 53,000square-foot museum is not only to
preserve important examples of computers from the industry'S relatively
short history, but also to educate and
Insptre a public that sometimes finds
computers threatening.
"We try to combine artifacts with
hands-on interactive systems," said
Dr. Oliver Strimpel, executive director of the museum. "You can come
see the first computers, what they're
like and the incredible revolution taking place and also see what they're
used for, why they're so unique and
why they're so different from any
other machine that's ever been
builL"

Computer Rescued From Dump
. The museum's collection started in
1974 when Ken Olsen, president of the
Digital Equipment Corporation, and
Robert Everett; then president of the
MITRE Corporation, rescued the
Whirlwind computer of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, an
early vacuum-tube device and the
first computer designed for manufacture, from a truck that was carrying
it to the dump.
Mr. Olsen and Digital began collecting and saving important early
computers. The Computer Museum,
which became an independent non-

A rriuseuin strives
to make its
artifacts
interactive.

profit organization in 19S2 and receives about 100,000 visitors a year,
, now has some of the most rare exam~ pies of vintage computers among its '
. ; collection of 1,500 artifacts.
I
Perhaps the most exciting of the
. J museum's 60 interactive exhibits so
• far is the planned $1.2 million "walk, through computer." Visitors will be
" able to walk past spinning six-foot
! disc drives, peer inside giant memory
1 chips and watch a 10S-square-foot
.~ monitor, about 20 times normal size.
I The 3,500-square-foot exhibit is two
. ' stor.les high. It is scheduled to open on
June 23.
Tony Fernandes, 26 years old, a
senior programming engineer at the
Lotus Development Corporation, said
he visits the museum to satisfy his
curiosity about the computer's history, but he also volunteers his time
helping to design the walk-through
computer because he thinks the public needs to understand the impact of
computers.
"It's like ·a moon rocket; you know
it went there, but you wonder how it
got there," Mr. Fernandes said.
"People go to the museum almost as
an oracle to get told."
From its earliest days, the museum has maintained ~ collaborative
relationship with the area's high-tech
industry and colleges and universities that helps it stay abreast of new
developments. The museum offers a
breakfast seminar series to its corporate members. It conducts a workstudy program with Northeastern
University, and students from M.I.T.,
Boston University and Harvard often
. work at the museum, sometimes in
connection with their theses or for
other college credits.
.
. Dr. Strimpel said that when the
museum was designing its "smart
machines" exhibit, which includes a
, collection of 25 robots, about 30 employees from the computer industry
volunteered to help. "They enjoy having their work be very yisible," Dr.
Strlmpel said. "It's an opportunity to
get It seen by the world and feel like
they're doing a great thing."
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• Correction: Because of a photographer's error, a photo caption in
Monday's Business section incorrectly stated John Doerr's position
in last Friday's Computer Bowl in
Boston. Doerr was captain of the
West Coast team.
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Silicon Valley
gets its revenge
West Coast wins Computer Bowl
True to form. the West Coast
team gloated over its victory. "The
defeat of unknown nerds from failing
It was "Revenge of the Silicon East Coast companies was ine~ta
Valley Nerds" as the West Coast ble." proclaimed J ohn L. Doerr. the
squeaked past the East Coast in a West Coast team captain and a paltthrilling upset at the Second Annual ner at the venture capital firm of
Computer Bowl. held Fliday night Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers.
at the World Trade Center.
The East Coast loss meant the
The closely fought contest, which custom-made. satin \ictory robes orpitted East Coast and West Coast dered by team captain Patrick Mccomputer professionals in a comput- Govern, chairman of International
er tri\~a quiz, c1ima:xed in a photo Data Group. in Framingham. refini sh \\ith the \\inner decided on the mained on their hooks. A West Coast
final question.
player taunt ed: "Where are th e
East Coast fans went limp when robes?"
LaWTence Tesler, ~ce president of
McGovern held his head high advanced technology at Apple Com- and complained that his team lost on
puter Inc., correctly guessed that it questions that involved computers
was the caves of Tennessee that in- featured in cartoon strips and movspired the maze of twisty passages ies. '" If we had been given a chance
in the computer game, "Adventure,"
to answer authentic computer quesThe answer gave the West a 300 to . tions, we would have had a chance,"
he sniffed. .
"
I
290 win, and claim to the title, "Computer Masters of the Universe."
, The win by the cocky West Coast
By Jane Fitz Simon
GLOBF. STArf

Mitch Kapor of On Technology
plays "The ExamIner" at The
Computer Bowl.

Combatants Stewart Alsop (left) of the West team and the East's John Doerr duke It out In The
puter Bowl.
.
team - which included William McEnroe - sends the Computer
Gates, chairman of Microsoft Corp., , Bowl trophy to California, where
of Redmond, Wash .• whose scowling next year's Computer Bowl will be
expressions at contest officials ri- . held.
valed those of tennis star John
. The event, sponsored by the

Computer Museum in Boston, .
$250,000 in cash and $400,OOOi~ ser~iees for the museum. It was %adcast live to locations in San FJ:tncls-

.
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.
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Silicon Valley team gets
Computer Bowl revenge
• BOWL
Continued from Page 17

academia. Doerr was in charge of "chips an4 anything .
that has to do with money." Stewart Alsop, editor of PC
Letter, was in charge of industry gossip, while Charles ",
co, Santa Clara, Calif.; Seattle, and Dallas, and will be House, general manager of software engineering sysbroadcast in two parts next month on Computer Chroni- terns at Hewlett-Packard Co., was to cover minicomcles, a PBS television series.
puters and history. Gates would handle software.
The fes~ve evening began with a ''tailgate party,"
The uppity SWcon Valley team managed to unnerve
co~plete Wlth cheerleaders borrowed from D~am, the East Coast before the first question was asked.
High ~chool. A s~-studde~ computer. crowd ~llJoyed When the time came for the West Coast players to apcoc~l.s and hors d oeuvr~s, mcluding thiS year's Judges, pear on the set, each had shed his jack,et and tie, and
J. Wilham Poduska, c~~rman of ~tardent. Computer Doerr appeared in sunglasses.. The team members made
Inc., of Newton, and William Joy, ':lee preSident of re- a show of rolling up their sleeves, and practiced lurching
search ~d .develop.ment at Sun Mlcrosystems Inc., of for the buzzer. The East Coast team looked as stuffy by
Mountain View, Calif. The two faced off at the first Com- comparison as a minicomputer to a Mac
puter Bowl, held in 1988, which the East won handily,
T
.h
k d Th 11.1 t' . perl to
]
375 to 310.
he psyc -out wor e. e nes Jum
an ear y
lead when Tesler correctly named three famous personal
Also mingling in the crowd was Mitchell Kapor, eomputers introducc.d in the summer of 1977. (The TRSchairman of ON Technology Inc., of Cambridge, who 80, Commodore PET, and Apple II.) Doerr next correctscored the most points at the last Computer Bowl - and ly guessed the three computer companies that jointly
was kicked upstairs this year to ask the questions. Kapor announced the Ethernet networking standard in 1980
said the key to his success in the last contest was to (Intel Corp., Xerox Corp., and Digital Equipment Corp.)
study computer literacy books - and know when to push
The East Coast got on the scoreboard when Foster
the button. "If you wait and only hit the button when you
of
Stratus
identified Apple as the company that went
know the answer, it's too late," said Kapor. "CYou have to
public in 1980 with the largest public stock offering at
hit it wher. you know you're going to know."
.
the time since Ford Motor Co.
DO\\llstairs in l'eparate "locker rooms," the teams
The East Coast blew a precious opportunity when it
held their final huddles. In the East Coast camp, confi- missed three bonus questions worth 10 points each. The
dent players cracked jokes and asked for more guaca- team could not guess which computer Mark learns to
mole. McGovern quipped that his team's strategy was program in the comic strip Doonesbury (A Digital PDP
modeled after the San Francisco 4gers: "We have the 11170); which PC Oliver Wendall Jones has in the comic
first 15 answers ready," regardless of the questions, he strip Bloom County (the "Banana Junior"); and what
said.
computer Jones had before the Banana Junior (an IBM
Later he cautioned his teammates: "We musn't push 6000).
The East Coast nonetheless led 50 to 30 at the end of
the button before he starts to ask the question." But
William Foster, president and chief executive officer of the first round, and it stilI led at the end of Round 2, 120
Stratus Computer Inc., in Marlborough, disagreed: "If to 110, ha\ing answered such questions as ''What is the
ASCII decimal equivalent for the escape key?" (Frankwe get a big lead, we ought to do it - to rub it in."
ston: "27.")
Robert Frankston, chief scientist at Lotus DevelopAs the fourth and final round opened, the East Coast
ment Corp., in Cambridge, obsel"\'ed that the average team stilI led 200 to 170. But Gates warmed up, answerage of the East Coast players was 10 years older than ing correctly that the Atanasoff computer was developed
those on the West Coast. McGovern shot back: "They at Iowa State College, and buzzing faster than anyone on
have a lot of energy, but no stamina." '
the easy question of which unsuccessful computer preRounding out the East Coast team were Russell ceded the Apple Macintosh (Lisa).
Planitzer, chairman of Prime Computer Inc., in Natick,
The score climbed on each side, until there was time
and Edward Fredkin, professor of physics at Boston for just one more question - the cave question. The West
University. Planitzer offered a final, brilliant piece of ad- got it right, and took home the trophy.
vice: "Don't press the buzzer unless .you !mow the anThe next Computer Bowl is scheduled for April 26,
swer," he urged.
1991. The East Coast captain will be Pamela McCorIn the West Coast locker room, Team captain Doerr duck, an author who has written on the history and fupeered intently into a laptop computer and fired practice ture of computing; and Heidi· Roizen, president of
questions to his group. ''They said it wasn't open book, T/Maker, a California software company.
,
but they didn't say it wasn't open computer," he quipped.
McGovern, still stewing over the missed bonus round .,
An excited Bill Gates sat at the edge of his chair, - and that cave question - offered this advice to next,
stabbing errantly at Doerr's questions. Gates paused to year's captains: "Get videos of all the computer-related
explain the West Coast strategy. Tesler, of Apple, was movies and sketches of all the cartoons. And study speresponsible for questions about artificial intelligence and lunking."
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West Coast Nerds
Beat East Eggheads
In Computer Bowl
* * *
Microsoft's William Gates
Is Trivial in the Contest;
Key to the ASCII Escape
By

JOHN

R.

WILKE

Stalf Reporter-oJ THE WALL STREET JOURNAL ~

BOSTON-In the game show, as in llfe,
the West Coast computer nerds beat the
East-following a close contest that was
decided in a 'sudden-death finish.
.
The storied rivalry between Smcon Valley's laid-back computer wizards and the
buttoned-down businessmen of Boston's
flagging ·Route 128 region was reflected
Friday In the Second annual Computer
Bowl. The Boston Computer Museum benefit, modeled after the College Bowl game
show, featured an all-star cast including
Wllliam H. Gates, reformed hacker and
billionaire chalrman of MIcrosoft Corp.,
and Mitchell Kapor, trivia whiz and
founder of Lotus Development Corp.
The East Coast team, captained by Pat·
rick J. McGovern, chalrman of international Data Corp., maintalned a sUm lead
through much of the contest, fielding the
most obscure computer·trivia questions.
Bob Frankston, co·developer of the (irst
electronic spreadsheet and chief scientist
at Lotus. was the East's Most Valuable
Player.
The rapld·flre questions ranged from
real softballs (E'PROM, as any nerd
knows. is an erasable·programmable read·
only memory) to the truly arcane (Q:
What's the ASCII equivalent for the 'es·
cape' key? A: 27). Mr. Frankston, clad In
the dark business suit that was the uniform .
of the East, knew that one. The West wore
shirt·sleeves.
.
The West's big gun, Mr. Gates, didn't
turn out to be much of a factor, though he
dellvered in a couple of clutch situations.
He was hot in a warm·up round before the
Bowl-to be broadcast nationwide on
PBS's Computer Chronicles in May-but
the East took the prellminary. There was
.some speculation that the warm-up loss
was a set·up by the wlly Mr. Gates, and
someone from Microsoft was indeed seen
taking bets.
It was a bitter defeat for the East. ·It's
bad enough that the momentum In the in·
dustry has shifted to the West and smaller,
more nimble machines, leaving Eastern
firms. bleeding. This was personal.
After trailing most of the game, the
West seized the lead in the fourth quarter.
The East tied the score in the final sec·
onds, but the.West won at the buzzer. The
coveted sUver Computer Bowl was handed
over to the Californians. "The defeat of un·
known nerds from failing East Coast companies was inevitable," said West Coast
captain and venture capitalist L. John
Doerr, who couldn't resist rubbing It in.
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Memorandum
to:
from:
re:
date:

The Computer Museum Board of Directors
Oliver Strimpel
miscellaneous
5/1 5/90

Please find enclosed the minutes of the February 16 meeting of the
Board, as well as minutes of Executive Committee meetings of
February, March, and April.
Note that at the February Board meeting, the start time for the
June 22 meeting was changed to 8:30 am.
Following discussions with the Nominating Committee, a short list
for this year's nominations to the Board was agreed at the last
Executive Committee meeting; a list with affiliations is enclosed.
The Walk-Through Computer development is nearing completion. I
enclose the latest couple of issues of our "Insider's Report." We look
forward to your reactions on June 21 at the special preview party
starting 6:30pm. The invitations will be in the mail within a few
days.

Board of Directors Nominees
name
Belove, Ed
Bergstein, Mel
Brown, Owen
DEC Nominee
Henderson, R or Waite,C
Higgins, Bob
House, Charles
Kaplan, David
Landman, Fritz
Pampel, Roland
Ruopp, Dick
Simmons, Michael
Sutter, James

State
Ma
IllCa
Ca
VP
Digital Equipment Corp Ma
Partner Greylock
Ma
Partner Highland Capital
Ma
Hewlett Packard
Ca
Partner Price Waterhouse
Ma
Pres
ComputerWorld
Ma
Pres
Bull
Ma
VP
TERC
Ma
VP
Bank of Boston
rv1a
VP
Rockwell
Ca
Title
VP

Business
Lotus
Computer Sci Corp

5/15/90
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
Board of Directors Meeting
MINUTES
February 16, 1990
I.

The

Hendrie,
Gordon
Case,

meeting

Chai rman.
Bell,

Gwen

was

called

to

Other di rectors
Bell,

Lawrence

Laura

Pettinella,

Morse,

Jonathan

Schwartz, Hal Shear,
attendence

were

S.

Russell

Brewster,

Richard

Noftsker,
Jean

Irwin Sitkin,
Strimpel,

Gardner

Theodore Johnson,

Rotenberg,

Oliver

by

in attendance were:

David Donaldson, Max Hopper,

McKenney,

order

P.

James

Nicholas

Sammet,

and Ron Smart.
Executive

C.

Edward
Also in

Director,

and

James S. Davis, Clerk.
It was noted that the time for the June 22, 1990 annual
meeting will be changed to 8:30 a.m.

instead of 9:00 a.m.

The following meetings will be Thursday, November 1, 1990 at
Noon and Friday, March 1, 1991 at 8:30 a.m.
II.

Ahg

Search

Committee

Report.

The

report

given by Gardner Hendrie in the absence of David Nelson.
was

noted that

Fenwick Partners had been

retained by

was
It
the

Museum to carry out the search for a new Executive Director.
Qualifications

looked

for

were

experience

including association with museums,
non-profit

organizations

with

experience with fund-raising;

an

or at

in

management,

least with other

educational

mission;

and an orientation toward and
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enthusiasm for computer technology.
were contacted.

Ninety-three individuals

The list was narrowed in several stages; and

finally Oliver Strimpel was selected unanimously.
III.

perspective f..r..Qm .tM Executive Director.

Oliver

Strimpel summarized the progress made by the Museum in its
ten years of existence,
legally

organized

and eight and one-half years as a

non-profit

corporation.

He

noted

only seven years ago it moved into its present space.

that
While

over half of the opening exhibition reflected mission was to
preserve

the

artifacts

Graphics

and

Personal

applications
exhibits

of

of

computer

Computer

computers.

started

the

Exhibits

These

trend

history,

focused

popular

away

from

the

and

the

Computer
on

the

interactive

featuring

of

historic artifacts.
The

travelling

represented a
outreach.

Computers

step forward as

in

Your

the Museum's

Pocket

Exhibit

first

national

The Smart Machines Exhibit which opened,

combine

an entertaining approach to history, with the Robot Theatre
and Ninteractive educational computer-based exhibits, helped
the

Museum's

popularity

grow.

The

annual

Kids

Computer

Fairs have helped reach younger audiences; and the SIGGRAPH
Art

Show drew

a

new

audience which

had

computing per se than the computer art.
the

most

Museum,

successful
has

been

fund-raising

established

as

and
an

less

interest

in

The Computer Bowl,
media

annual

event

for

acti vi ty.

the
The

Walk-Through Computer Exhibit currently being assembled will
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represent the largest budgeted and most complex exhibit to
date, with the greatest number of consultants

involved in

producing it.
Although the rate of attendance has steadily increased,
there

are sti 11 many days when the Museum is well

capacity and there is much room left for growth.
membership

also

needs

to

increase.

below

Corporate

There

were

two

significant jumps in 1986 when the breakfast seminar series
began and in 1989 as a result of the Computer Bowl.

In the

Capital Campaign the Museum has not made the progress hoped
for.

For the last few years major gifts have been channeled

into

its operating

fund

and the payment of

the mortgage,

that was assumed in 1988.
Strimpel noted that of the components of the Museum' s
mission,

its educational function was

the most

expensive,

but was also its justification for being in Boston in its
present

location,

since

the

mere

preservation

artifacts could be achieved in a warehouse.
the

development

purposes was

of

resources

just beginning:

at
it

the
is

the

He noted that

Museum
laying

of

for

the

research

groundwork

with, among other things, its collection of archives.
IV.

7he

Nominating

Committee's

Report.

David

Donaldson presented the report of the nominating committee
and a summary of that report is attached as Exhibit A.

He

requested that each board member report back to the Executive
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Commi ttee

by

the

fi rst

week

in

March

with

suggestion for a potential new board member.
committee

will

review

their

Executive Committee at

proposals,

at

least

The nominating

followed

its March 27 meeting

review

meeting,

the

the

nominations

Executive
and

Committee

approve

the

will

proposed

recruitment period will follow and the final

by

the

and send them

back to the Board of Directors for their feed-back.
April 18

one

At its
further
slate.

A

list will be

sent to the Board of Directors on May 3 with the new members
being invited to attend the annual board meeting on June 22,
together with associated events.

v.

Museum's

Operations

Report.

reported on the Museum's operations.

Oliver

Strimpel

He stated that in the

first six months of the current fiscal year the Museum had
done extremely well with its operating fund budget and was
well ahead of budget in terms of admissions, store sales and
income from functions

(the functions being the most profit-

able operation for the Museum in terms of returns vs costs).

(See the attached Exhibit

~

dealing with various aspects of

the operating budgets and financials.)

There is a new store

manager and the store is doing very well.

One problem has

been

Commonwealth

cuts

in

Massachusetts,

school
which

might have been.

bus
has

funding
kept

by

the

admissions

lower

than

of

they

He noted that membership goals may not be

reached for the fiscal year, and that whether the restricted
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contribution goal is reached will depend upon the success of
the Computer Bowl.

Unrestricted contributions have reached

the present level in part due to significant gifts to the
Museum earlier this fiscal year by Board Members to help it
through a cash flow crisis.

(The IMS grant referred to is a

$75,000 grant from the Institute for Museum Services which
may not be recurring.)

He also noted that the funding of

the Walk-Through Computer exhibit is currently "sheltering"
some

expenses

by

having

some

of

the

staff's

time

being

charged against the budget for the exhibit.
The capital fund has been successful in terms of fundraising for

exhibi ts but not

in terms of

fund-raising

for

capital endowment.
Regarding exhibits, he mentioned that a display of four
computer classics has been introduced to help fill

the gap

in

of

the

of

the

historical

Walk-Through

exhibits

Computer

between

exhibit

the

and

opening

the

opening

Milestones Exhibit in 1991.
An agreement has been reached with the Boston Computer
Society for opening the Computer Discovery Center.
Educational materials are being developed to accompany
the Walk-Through Computer Exhibit.
the new marketing director,

Noel Ward,

the Walk-Through Computer Exhibi t
attendance and publicity.

The first assignment of
would be to market

in an effort to maximize

-6-

Jean

Sammet

requested

that

the

time-line

exhibit

be

preserved, a request which was seconded by Gordon Bell.
Strimpel
should

be

felt

advanced

that

the

Museum's

to

assure

that

educational

the

Museum's

mission
visitors

receive the maximum advantage possible from their visits to
the

Museum

(for

example,

by

reaching

Spanish

speaking

visitors) and a greater effort should be made to reach those
who cannot come to the Museum.
Jean Sammet requested that an organizational chart and
a list of the staff members be prepared for the Board.
VI.

Development

Ihg

Hendrie noted that
the

formation

Fund,

of

Committee

Report.

Gardner

last summer's cash flow problem led to
three

new development

Corporate Membership,

committees:

Annual

and Individual Membership.

The

Capital Campaign for the first six months of the fiscal year
has taken a back seat to Operating Fund.

A group is at work

on

Campaign,

trying

to

restructure

the

Capital

and

is

expected to report to the Board at the June meeting.
Hal Shear reported for the Annual Fund Committee.
mentioned that
that

it

the goal was double that

had been

result.

He

felt

spring telethon.

60%

achieved,

that

the

goal

which he
should

of

last year

felt
be

was

met

a

after

He mentioned that he is one member

He
and
good
the
away

from having 100% support from the Board of Directors.
Laura
Committee,

Morse

spoke

stating

that

for
the

the
results

Corporate
are

not

Membership
particularly

-7-

good (due partly to the economic slow down),

but she felt

things may be turning a corner to become more positive.

A

Membership Coordinator had been lacking but the Museum now
has

a

new

one.

She

noted

that

the

Breakfast

Seminars

continue to be a great success.
Larry Brewster,
Committee,

stated

speaking for the Individual Membership

that

they

were

40%

of

the

way

toward

reaching their revised goal of $67,000 for the fiscal year.
He mentioned the telethon which is planned for March to help
increase membership.

Gordon Bell asked whether the Museum

could more aggressively sell memberships at the door.

Jan

Del Sesto answered that it will be part of the interpreters'
job to promote membership and the visitors will be asked at
the door and in the Museum's store whether they are members.
Jan Del Sesto spoke about the Computer Bowl indicating
that

it wi 11 provide $250,000-$350,000 of free

for the Museum which it cannot afford to buy.

advertising
The 18 media

sponsors will provide high visibility as well as revenue for
the

Museum,

opportuni ty

and
to

will

return

additional support.

also
to

the

provide

the

sponsors

in

Museum
the

with

future

an
for

There will be a video tape made of the

Computer Bowl which will be available at the store for sale
for $40.
Gardner Hendrie suggested having

a drawing

for Museum

visitors which would offer a prize of two free Computer Bowl
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tickets

which

addresses
thanks

would

of

to

enable

potential

Jan

the

new

Del Sesto

Museum

members.

and

to

to

get

He

the

names

also

and

expressed

Committee

Members

mentioned above for their work in sustaining the Operating
Fund income.
~

VII.

Finance Committee's Report.

Nick Pettinella

indicated that the Museum's cash position has improved due
to gifts

from the Board of Directors when the Museum was

having cash flow problems and due to the support available
for the exibits.
The funds of the Museum have been moved from Bank of
New England to Bank of Boston, BayBank and State Street.
Richard Case noted that it was important for the Museum
to show an operating surplus and to stop borrowing from the
from other funds.

Irwin Sitkin noted that he would like to

see an Endownment Fund created.

Gardner Hendrie noted that

that was the goal of a group working on the Capital Fund
program which is trying to develop a national campaign for
endowment.
in-kind

Gordon

gifts

Bell

suggested

that

be

shown

as

an

asset

Del Sesto

noted

the

good

the
on

value
the

of

the

financial

statements.
Jan
derived

from

the

Computer

Bowl,

public

relations

from coverage

in

being

Popular

Mechanics magazine, and from British Airways' mention of the
Museum

in

meeting).

its

video

city-guide

to

Boston

(shown

at

the
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VIII.

Oliver Strimpe1 discussed goals

for

the Museum

in 1991.
The

1991

operating

budget

is

expected

to

compare

favorably to the 1990 budget when one considers the $50,000
operating

grant

from

multi-year grant)

DEC

(part

of

a

maj or

$450,000

and expected increased admissions,

store

sales and functions resulting from the Walk-Through Computer
Exhibi t.
grant
and

Negative factors include the fact

from the

there

costs

completed.
as

well

Institute for Museum Services

will

once

be

the

less

shelter

Walk-Through

provided

Computer

renewed

is uncertain

for

other

Exhibit

staff

has

been

He noted that the Milestones Exhibit may not be

funded

addition,

that a

as

the Walk-Through Computer

Exhibit.

In

in 1991 there will be no vacancies on the staff

which means increased salaries over those paid in 1990.
Ed
before

Schwartz

suggested

that

admissions

the Walk-Through Computer

Exhibit

opens,

Museum is below market level. Also he felt
should be prepared in advance for
the new Exhibit.

Some suggestions

be

increased
since

the

that the store

the expected success of
for

raising more money

included having more varied functions at the Museum, and not
just

renting

telephone

out

company

its

space

employees

(for
to

example,

help

them

bringing
develop

in

basic

computer literacy); production of books and videos relating
to the Walk-Through Computer Exhibit; selling franchises for

-10"

that Exhibit; using the Museum as a set for commercials and
educational films, etc.
Ed Schwartz suggested enlarging the kitchen so that the
facilities

for

suggested

functions

that

the

could

lines

of

be

improved.

visitors

Hal

expected

to

Shear
develop

when the Exhibit opens could offer an opportunity for sales
possibi Ii ties.

Irwin

Si tkin

suggested

that

travelling

exhibits be listed in the Museum's newsletter.
IX.
Oliver

Strimpel

exhibit

to

computer,
routes

Report

Qll

Walk-Through

.t.hg

summarized the

date.

He

noted

Computer

in developing

progress

that

the

Exhibit.

application

of

the
the

called "World Traveller", wi 11 relate to finding

between cities.

Funding

is

currently at

$827,000.

The thrust of the Exhibit is "How Does a Cpmputer Work?"
Gordon Bell

suggested that

the Museum might

sell

bags

of

some discarded computer parts which could be furnished to it
free in great supply.
Noel Ward spoke about marketing for

the Exhibit which

should begin four to six weeks in advance of

its opening.

He plans to develop innovative advertising and to appeal to
various

groups.

broadcasts,

a

blimp,

programs want to
to

cultivate

Advertising
and

media

direct

may

mail.

film at the Museum.

interest

by

allowing

include
Three

posters,

national

TV

The Museum may begin

selected

visits

warehouse where the Exhibit is being developed.

to

the

There will
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be two or three different opening nights for the Exhibit,
geared to various groups.

x.

Adjournment.

There being no

further

business

to

come before the meeting, upon motion duly made and seconded,
it was
VOTED:

To Adjourn.
Adjourned.
A true copy.
Attested:

James S. Davis, Clerk
ed/6832D
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
Executive Committee Meeting
MINUTES
February 28, 1990

Present

were

Oliver

Strimpel,

Gardner

Hendrie,

Ed

Schwartz, David Donaldson, and Nick Pettinella.
Oliver Strimpel noted that the Computer Bowl funding,
presently at a level of $154,000, was behind in January and
February

and

had

$322,000 budgeted.

only

reached

roughly

one-half

of

the

Half of the balance which is needed is

considered "fairly certain" to corne in.

.
help

the Computer Bowl should

Forthcoming ads for

raise funds.

Fund raising for

the Bowl is currently Jan Del Sesto's top priority.
The

capital

funding

for

the

campaign

is

Walk-Through

still

well

Computer

behind;
has

exceeded

budget goal with some $100,000 still potential.
on target for its opening date.

although
its

It is still

The Milestones Exhibit

is just over half funded.
A $95,000
has

been

grant

awarded

for

from the National
the

Exhibit

Kit

official confirmation is still awaited.
federal

grant

Science Foundation
program,

although

This is the second

received by the Museum this year

and

shows

that it can compete nationally with top museums for funding.
There was a discussion as to whether and when admission
fees should be raised from the present $5.00 to $6.00.

This

will be further discussed at the next committee meeting on
-----!

-2II

March 27, but there seemed to be a general consensus that
the increase was desirable and that it should start before
the

Spring

visitor

season

begins

and

well

before

the

Committee

was

Walk-Through Computer Exhibit opens.
The

composition

of

the

Executive

discussed and it was noted that some of the current members
have been serving on the committee or in other capacities
wi th the Museum for many years;

that they could not be

expected to continue indefinitely; and that new members were
needed.

It was determined that some current members of the

Board of Directors would be approached about serving on the
committee.

•

Oliver Strimpel presented some preliminary plans for
Museum activities for fiscal year 1991, and budget goals for
that year.

The Committee will consider his proposals for

later discussions;

but one of the immediate comments was

that more should be added to focus on school groups and
educational outreach.

The role of the Museum's educational

program manager was also discussed.
Gillian Ley will draft a letter to be sent to the Board
members to solicit their suggestions for new members of the
Board, as were requested at the recent Board meeting.
Ed Schwartz suggested that the Museum consider becoming
acredited.

8
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Gwen Bell joined for discussion of long range planning
for

There was

the Museum.

general

discussion

centering

around the idea that what the Museum needs is not so much a
vision of itself 25 years from now, but a plan to enable
itself to go from its present status into the future in a
healthy condition.

Gwen is continuing to explore the issue

of what group should be in charge of developing this plan
and who should be at its head.
There

was

a

comment

that

future

planning

should

probably see a shift of emphasis somewhat more into the
direction of the capital campaign, after the success in the
past years with developing and funding exhibits.

..
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM
MINUTES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
March 22, 1990
In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, Nick
Pettinella, Gardner Hendrie, Lynda Bodman, and Jim McKenney.
Oliver Strimpel referred to the Museum's unrestricted
short-term

capital

fund

goals

which

downward from $400,000 to $220,000.
$60,000 has been recei ved ,
cause of concern.

have

been

revised

At this point only some

so that this presents a maj or

The Computer Bowl is also behind where it

should be in funding, but Jan del Sesto is confident about
its achieving its goals.

The income from the store and from

functions at the Museum, and the fact that there have been
empty positions, have given some support to the short term
financial

picture.

One major problem is

that

there have

basically been only two "askers" for capital funds:

Gardner

Hendrie and Gordon Bell.
Exhibi t funding has been successful.

It is hoped that

the funding of the exhibits will build support for gifts to
the Museum as a whole in the future.
Gardner Hendrie agreed that the focuses this year have
been on funding of exhibits and operating expenses, and that
the

capital

campaign

has

suffered

as

a

consequence.

Committees are now being developed to focus upon the capital
campaign.

'II
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Lynda Bodman suggested developing gala VIP events for
the

Walk-Through

Jim

opening;

McKenney

suggested

an

afternoon preview for parents and their children oriented
towards children; and there was suggestion of involving city
officials.

One suggestion was

to

hire

a

not-for

profit

event consultant in connection with the opening events.
Oliver noted that as of April 1 the Museum admission
would be raised to $6.
Brian

McLaughlin,

business

manager,

is

temporarily

taking over finance and administration responsibilities; and
Jim McKenney

suggested

that

a

general

assistant

to

the

Museum Director was needed.
Of the $825,000. budget for the walk through computer,
$65,000 is currently sheltering operating expenses.

The Milestones Exhibit is half funded.
been

received

Reality

to

explore

travelling

the

exhibit

Seed money has

possibility

which

would

of

create

a

Virtual

very

high

visibility for the Museum around the country.
A summary of
(attached)

was

goals

for

circulated

the 1991 fiscal
for

further

year

budget

discussion

and

development.
Ed Schwartz emphasized the importance to the Museum of
hiring the proper staff, and felt that the necessary ideas
to keep the Museum alive and growing would then take care of
themselves.

Ed

also

emphasized that

he

felt

the

better

philosophy was to be conservative in setting the Museum's

J.
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goals and to continue to grow, rather than to be aggressive
and become weaker financially.
There was general consensus that the museum needs a new
head

of

its

educational

programs

and

more

educational

outreach.
A summary of considerations regarding governance of the
museum was circulated (attached).

There was discussion of

whether the two Board meetings a year might be sufficient.
It was felt that there needed to be a more energized Board.
The

need

to

inspire

repeat

annual

corporate

giving

by

working through the Board members was recognized.
It was felt that Irv Si tkin as head of the Nominating
Commi ttee should be urged to move the nominating

process

forward.
Gwen
capital

Bell

and

campaign.

Jan

del

Sesto

There was

a

joined

to

proposal

of

discuss
a

the

structured

committee approach in which different committees would focus
on different fund raising sources. The goal was to diversify
responsibility

for

the

suggestion

to

start

anticipated

was

success

of

capital
the
the

campaign.

endowment

drive

Walk-Through

One

drive.
after

the

computer,

and

possibly to present the proposal to the Board meeting in the
Fall.

It

was

emphasized that

attention

to

this

project

should not be allowed to divert the needed energy from the
opening of the Walk-Through exhibit.

6530H

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting
April 18, 1990
In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, Gardner
Hendrie,

Nick

Pettinella,

Lynda

Bodman,

Jim

McKenney

and

figures

for

David Donaldson.
1.

FY-91 Preliminary Budget.

Oliver

Strimpel

produced

preliminary

fiscal-91 for the operating and capital budgets.
with regard to the operating budget, he indicated that
the FY-90 budget would come close to being balanced due to
some major

individual

significant

increase

gifts.
in

For

FY-91

admission

he

anticipated

income

due

to

Walk-Through Exhibit and the increased admission charge.
fel t

a

the
He

the novelty and excitement of The Computer Bowl would

make it a good fund-raiser for a few more years to come and
has budgeted its receipts at $300,000 for FY-91.
The positions of Director of Finance and Administration
and of Education Director have been eliminated from the '91
budget.

Jim McKenney questioned whether the position of a

Director of Finance and Administration should not be retained
to allow Oliver to focus more of his attention on exhibits
and

fund-raising

however,

rather

than

administration.

Oliver,

indicated that he would prefer having an assistant

to the Director of the Museum as a means for cutting salary
costs.

He is also suggesting the creation of a new position

-2-

of

a Director

of

Public

Programs which would combine

the

oversight of the exhibits and education programs since they
both

involve

public

Gardner Hendrie
fel t
might

that

the

be

hurt

education

functions

indicated concern about
education
by

program

comparison,

(as

of

doing

opposed

due

to

the
so
to

Oliver,

felt

money

the

approach

not

only

since he
exhibits)

Oliver's

Museum's strong track record on exhibits.
that

Museum.

saved

and

the

however,
but

also

followed a pattern which is standard in many other science
and

technology

interviewing
position.

It

centers

in

July

was

and

museums.

and

recognized

He

August

to

that

the

hopes

try

to

to

begin

fill

positions

that

the
had

been eliminated could be reinstated if the new approaches do
not seem to work, or if additional funds are discovered.
With regard to the capital fynd, Oliver noted that the
current year's budgeted figure of $400,000 has been revised
down

to

received.

$220,000

with

only

$60,000

of

this

having

been

There was a discussion as to whether the problem

was lack of a sufficient development strategy, or a lack of
Board

involvement.

There

was

general

feeling

that

the

Museum needed to compare the projected achievements for 1990
with the existing situation to determine the reasons for the
shortfall,

and to try to avoid having it repeated.

Oliver

at any rate felt that he was tied to the figure of $250,000
for

the capital

fund

for

1991 unless

there was

commitment to a capital campaign next year.

a

general
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2.

Board of Di rectors Nominations.

Gwen Bell joined

the meeting after which a list of potential directors were
considered.

It

was

was

to

the

Those selected were Mel Bergstein (or Bill Hoover),
nominee

"names"

Committee

Board.

a

and four

the

for

Brown,

"workers"

that

looking

Owen

six

understood

from Digital,

Robert

add to

Henderson

(or

Charles Waite), Bob Higgins, Chuck House, Fritz Landman, Ed
Belove,

Roland Pampel,

either Mimi Macksoud,

Kaplan from Price Waterhouse,
and James Sutter.
Sitkin

and

made

quickly

or

Michael Simmons,

The narrowed list will be sent to Irwin

Naomi

persons on the

Dick Ruopp,

Pat Grey,

Seligman

list
by

for

their

are contacted;

the

various

comments

before

but contacts

persons

on

the

should be

the

Executive

Committee who had expressed willingness to speak to certain
of the nominees.
3.
that

Capital Campaign Planning. Gardner Hendrie reported

the

twice.

group
He

considering

made

reference

the
to

capital
Gwen

campaign

Bell's

had

met

organizational

chart presented at the last Executive Committee meeting and
stated that the group felt it should try to get professional
advice
four

before

proposals

proceeding.
by

May

9

Oliver
for

is

to

structuring

receive
and

three

managing

or
a

capital campaign, with the goal of reporting to the Board of
Directors at the annual meeting and beginning the campaign
in the Fall.

,.
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The next meetings of the Committee are set for May 30,
June 14 (tentative), July 18, August 15, and
The Board of Director's meeting is on June 22.

September 19.
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Walk-Through
Computer
A Landmark Exhibit at The Computer Museum, Boston, Massachusetts, USA
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Insid~r's
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The information in this newsletter is prerelease material. Please contact the Museum
Development Office for further information.

Local Firlns COlnplete
Prototype ··Motherboard··
consortium of local technology companies has
recently completed work
on a protype circuit board
for The W alk-Through
Computer, the new permanent exhibit
scheduled to open at The Computer
Museum on June 23rd. The board, which
was designed around the Intel i486™
microprocessor, is being used by the
exhibit fabricator, F.W. Dixon, as a basis
for constructing The Walk-Through
Computer' s ll00-square-foot "motherboard" (main logic board).

Why Hot Make It Real?

Prototype logic board for The Walk-Through
CompuJer. Photo by Richard Fowler.

The
Walk-Through
Computer

The
Comput e r
Mu s eum

Just four months ago, the exhibit designers
were struggling with the problem of how
to make a circuit layout for the giant
computer that would be electronically accurate while allowing enough space for
visitors to move about freely.
At the suggestion of Advisory Group
members Gordon Bell, Vice President for
Engineering at Stardent Computer, and
Dave Patterson, Professor of Computer
Science at UC/Berkeley, it was decided to
go through the process of designing and
fabricating a real printed circuit board,
which could be used as a model for the
exhibit.

Layout by Cadence
Once the schematic was complete,
Michael Halter and Christine Lachiusa of
Cadence, in Lowell, Massachusetts,
worked with the exhibit designer, Richard
Fowler, to design a board layout that
would reconcile physical constraints, such
as visitor flow, with the dimensions of the
actual board components.

Multi-Core and Eltech
In early February, copies of the completed
artwork went to Multi-Core, Inc., also
based in Lowell, where Don Gingras, Director of Marketing, supervised the actual
fabrication of the circuit boards.
The completed boards were sent to
Eltech Electronics, Inc. of North Billerica,
Massachusetts, where Peter Johnson,
President of the company, set up a small
production run, using a sequence of
automated machines to "stuff' twelve
identical boards with sockets, switches,
capacitors, resistors, and other electrical
components.
In late February, prototypes were sent
to Drew Huffman at Paracomp, Inc. for
use in developing animation sequences
(see Insider' s Report No.5), Exhibit
Illustrator David Macaulay, and F.W.
Dixon.

Project Management by DGA

Worth the Effort

Alan Symonds, Technical Director for the
exhibit, assisted by electrical engineer
Peter Miller, designed the circuitry for the
board using, OrCAD SID II (from
OrCAD Systems Corporation), and
SoftPC (donated to the project by Insignia
Solutions, Inc. of Sunnyvale, California).
Donald Glass, President of DGA Associates in Wilmington, Massachusetts, lined
up the necessary suppliers to get the
prototype built, while Sharon Nichols,
DGA's Director of Customer Support
Services, guided Alan and Peter through
the fabrication process.

The use of a real, purpose-built PC board
as a model is typical of the Museum ' s
efforts to make the giant computer appear
as real as possible.
"Basing The Walk-Through Computer on a real computer of our own
design," says Alan Symonds, " turned out
to be the only way to ensure we had a
truly authentic exhibit. Although lots of
people probably won't notice, if just one
engineer looks down at the floor and says
'Hey, this thing could really work!' I think
it'll be worth the effort."

Museum Wharf
300 Congress Stre e t
Boston, Massachusetts

TEL 617. 426. 2800

FAX 617. 426. 2943
02210

Computer Industry
Hardware Donations
Equipment donations worth over $200,000
have now been received. In addition to a
major cash grant announced previously
(see Insider' s Report No . 2), Digital
Equipment Corporation has donated a
MicroVax 3400 to the project The
computer's 256 parallel lines and 16 serial
ports will be used to drive videodiscs,
lighting, and other special-effects devices,
using custom software developed at The
Computer Museum. The system will run
under VAXELN, Digital's real-time
version of VMS. The donation was
announced by Nancy Dube, Community
Relations Manager for Digital.

Apple Macintosh Ilfx
A Macintosh IIfx, donated by Apple
Computer Corporationa, will be used to
run The Walk-Through Computer' s demonstration program, World Traveler (see
Insider's Report #4). The computer is part
of a package of eight Macintosh IIs the
company has donated to the project The
remaining computers will be used for
software development and as interactive
"learning stations" when the exhibit
opens.

Mass Microsystems Disk Drive
Mass Microsystems of Sunnyvale,
California, has donated a 45-megabyte
DataPak removable hard drive, along with
three cartridges. The drive' s removable
cartridges provide a useful means of
sending large computer animation files
back and forth between The Computer
Museum and Paracomp, Inc. in San Francisco, where some of the animation segments are being developed. The donation
was made possible by company president
Adel M. EI-Shimi and Meredith Lyon,
Marketing Communications Manager.

Frame Grabber Boards
Data Translation, Inc., of Marlboro,
Massachusetts, has donated one each of
their QuickCapture and ColorCapture
frame grabber boards, along with JrnageStudio™ software. Fred Molinari,
President of Data Translation and a
longtime supporter of the Museum,
arranged the donation.
Brad Pillow, of TrueVision, Inc.,
based in Indianapolis, has arranged for the
long-term loan of a NuVista board together with a VIDI/O translation box and
cables. The framegrabber boards are being
used to digitize images for use in both the
demonstration program and the motherboard "viewports."

Design/or Th£ Walk-Through Computer's Software Theater, from a drawing by Richard Fowler.

Post Perlecl 10 Help Creale Video
Palfreman and Linde are the creators
of "The Information Age," a six-hour television documentary on the history of the
computer revolution, currently being produced by the WGBH Science Unit in association with the British Broadcasting Corporation. The two are now working
closely with Museum staff to develop a
script and storyboard for the Software
Theater video.
The show will feature a computeranimated cartoon character, who will
explain how computer software drives the
hardware-how the very explicit instructions in a computer program constitute an
algorithm for solving a particular problem
and how these are executed by the CPU.

Dean Winkler, a computer artist based in
New York City, will join forces with
television producers John Palfreman and
Nancy Linde of Boston' s WGBH, to
create a six-minute video for showing in
The Walk-Through Computer's Software
Theater.
Winkler, Vice President and Director
of Creative Services at Post Perfect Inc., a
$15 million electronic special effects
facility in New York City, will create
computer animation for the show. A longtime supporter of The Computer Museum,
Winkler is an internationally known computer/video artist. His "Renaissance:
Flying Around Boston," is on display in
the Museum's computer graphics gallery.

Insider's Grapevine
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Walk -Through ComputerTM Arrives

The in/ormotion in this newsletter is prerelease moterial. Please cOl'/lQCt the Museum
Development Office for further in/ormotion.

Riggers carefully ease the giant monitor into place in the new gallery. Photo by Richard Fowler.

The
Walk-Through
Computer

The
Computer
Museum

omponents of The WalkThrough Computer'l'M, the
world's only two-story
model of a desktop computer, have now been
moved to The Computer Museum from
workshops at F.W. Dixon, the exhibit fabricator. It took a full day of work by a
five-man rigging team to hoist the
computer's giant monitor into place on the
sixth floor of the Museum, overlooking
the new Walk-Through Computer gallery.
The giant keyboard, power supply, hard
disk, and chassis front are also now on the
exhibit floor, with the trackball soon to
follow. A team of Dixon workers has set
up shop in the gallery and is hard at work
fabricating the remaining portions of the
exhibit.
Originally, The Walk-Through
Computer was to have been assembled in
a warehouse in Wilmington, Massachusetts, then disassembled and brought to the
Museum just a few weeks before the
exhibit opening. The new plan saves
precious time, and has the added advantage of giving visitors a sneak preview.

Museum Wharf
300 Congress street
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

AT&T Donales $5DK
AT&T recently pledged $10,000 toward
construction of The Walk-Through
Computer. Combined with a donation last
year of $40,000, this brings AT&T's total
sponsorship to $50,000, and makes the
company an official exhibit Sponsor.
"AT&T Computer Systems is proud to be
a participant in The Walk-Through
Computer," says Paul A. O'Brien, AT&T
Data Area Manager-New England. "It's a
wonderful resource for the Musem's
mission of helping people understand these
things called computers."

SuperMac Gives Hardware
SuperMac Technology, of Sunnyvale,
California, has donated two Spectrum!8
Series III color monitors with 8-bit video
boards and two DataFrame XPlOO hard
disks for use in Walk-Through Computer
software development. The donation was
arranged by company president Michael
McConnell.
Other West Coast companies that have
contributed to the development of the
exhibit include Apple Computer Corporation, Macromind, Paracomp, Intel, Claris,
Cirrus Logic, and Silicon Beach.
TEL 617.426.2800
FAX 617. 426. 2943

Media Interest Grows
According to Gail Jennes, The Computer
Museum's Public Relations Manager,
more than 16 million people will have
read about The Walk-Through Computer
before formal promotional efforts even
begin.
International Highlights
News of The Walk-Through Computer has
already spanned the globe with a half-page
piece in the March 26 London Daily
Telegraph and a Jerusalem Post feature on
the Museum last December.
The Telegraph story prompted a
stream of inquiries from the British media
including the London Times, New Computer Express, Electronic Times, the BBC
prime-time science program Tomo"ow'S
World and the BBC's Search Out Science
show for children. In addition, the West
German Siemens Review (read by 40,000
of the world's opinion leaders) will
publish a feature on The Walk-Through in
its May/June issue. Germany'sDer
Spiegel is also interested in doing a piece.
National Highlights
Columnist Alex Beam broke the story in
The Boston Globe last December. In
March, The Sunday New York Times
highlighted the new exhibit in a piece on
the Museum that has been reprinted across
the country and in Canada. The April issue
of Compute! featured a photograph and
description of The Walk-Through Computer as part of an extensive feature about
the Museum.
Look for stories on April 16th in
Business Week, April 18th in the North
Shore Weekly chain distributed to 110,000
people in Massachusetts, and in the May
issue of Popular Mechanics. On May
20th, The New York Times Sunday
Magazine will feature The Walk-Through
Computer as its ''Works in Progress"
piece. And in June, Family Circle, The
Boston Sunday Globe, Personal Computing, and CHILDSPLAY Magazine are

highlighting the exhibit with features or
other coverage. Also coming up this
summer is a story in Results Magazine
(read by 25,000 top management executives in the US).
To top it off: Good Morning America
is interested in greeting the country one
morning in June from inside The WalkThrough Computer!

part

owler.

Marketing The Walk-Through ComputerTM
Noel Ward, The Computer Museum's
newly appointed Director of Marketing, is
working with Commonwealth Creative
Group of Natick, Massachusetts, to
develop an advertising campaign designed
to ensure that The Walk-Through Computer gets the audience it deserves when it
opens on June 23rd.
High visibility advertising aimed at
building public anticipation will begin
three to five weeks before the opening. In
the weeks following, advertising efforts
will focus on maintaining awareness of
The Walk-Through Computer and
attracting visitors.
Media under consideration for the advertising campaign include: local and regional newspapers; billboards along major

Insider's Grapevine

highways approaching Boston; transit
cards on subway cars and buses; posters in
train stations, airports, computer stores,
tourism centers, public libraries, and .
community recreation centers.
"In the history of The Computer Museum," says Ward, "no other exhibit has
had the potential to capture the imagination of as broad an audience as The WalkThrough Computer. A landmark exhibit,
it presents us with a larger-than-life
opportunity to promote the museum
regionally, nationally and even worldwide." Ward feels The Walk-Through
Computer has the potential to double the
number of visitors to the Museum,
currently running at about 100,000
annually.

